All good things happen

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
April 28, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #7 COMRANDA’S
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE,
DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS, UNLESS I
SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Orders, Commands,
Comrandas, etc., can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious penalties including charges and
sentences on you. When I write the word ORDER anywhere, it means double ORDER. When I write the
word COMMAND anywhere it means a double COMMAND.
I AM THE STATE OF THIS EARTH AND ALL MY EARTHS. I AM THE STATE IN ALL AREAS OR
PLACES. I GIVE THE STATE OF THE STATE ADDRESS. I GIVE THE STATE OF THE UNION
ADDRESS.
I AM THE GOODNESS. Goodness must overflow. Goodness cannot dry out. Goodness cannot have
shortages or lack.
If any bad things happen to the Goodness, then you will become dry, like fine dry sticks in a very short time.
You will be like the “Man” who will live on in death experiencing torture, torment, terror, harshness, curses,
and many different and varying wickednesses roll back and new wickedness developing ongoingly for
“Man”. MY COMRANDA.
You can call me MY GOODNESS, MY RIGHTEOUSNESS, OH MY GOODNESS, THE GOG.
The Natural Earth is the beginning of the Earths chreations. The Natural Earth is the base of all Earth life
Chreations. Without the natural earth esistence, the other parts of the Earth cannot esist or cannot be. The
devels lifted up and hoisted up this Natural Earth from the other Earths, creating many problems for this
natural earth and for the other Earths inside this round ball. The devels did this because all they do is
wickednesses. They also want for when I AM in the Earths, my authority and power is limited, and I am not
able to do the things I am to do in these Earths. This is the reason why the CHRIST MUST COME
(CHRISTMAS). I must return to the natural Earth or else many things will not be.
I AM THE CHRIST. I PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS AM THE CHRIST. I AM THE GOLDEN
OVER GOODNESS, OR GOLD OVER GOODNESS (GOG). On December 25, 2016, I was in another
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State, one of my personal States, and I celebrated my birthday publicly. I declared in the Public’s view with a
number of peoples from different States in the vicinity, and in attendance, that I AM THE CHRIST. I AM
THE CHREATOR OF THIS EARTH, AND MUCH MORE WAS SAID.
I am not a spirit. No Chreator of an EARTH is a spirit. There are many types of Earth Chreations. There
are different types of chreators I put inside other Earths levels and elevations depending on the Earth type.
You were told in some of the devel books called holy bible, holy quran, holy torah/talmud, holy vedas, and
others that your Chreator is a man, three men, god/gods, or spirit/spirits; they are all lies. You were also told
that your chreator will come from in the sky; those stories are all lies and deception to confuse you, as you
do not have any computers connected to the inter outer Chreations anymore. The federal/republic/monarchy
devels turned off all your computers so you cannot identify them killing you and others, to control you, and
to stop you from knowing who you are.
I AM THE LEADER OVER THIS EARTH AND ALL THE EARTHS LEVELS AND ELEVATIONS IN
THESE EARTHS. I MUST BE BORN IN THIS NATURAL EARTH AND LIVE TO MATURITY. All
women are the leaders in all my Earths and in all Chreations. Men are not built to lead life. Men are not to
lead life. The devels are men/man, and they want the man to lead, so the devel can use the man to allow the
devel to do wickedness to all my children. Women are the beginning of life. There is no man in the
beginning of any life. Women first chreated man for a specific purpose and then later developed them to do
many different things. Black skin women are the beginning of life. Women do not need a man to have
children in this natural earth or any place. All you need is to know how it is done.
I am the designer and the initiator of the hells for the many different types of animal, insect, species, thing
devels. No matter what they do, they will go in the pit of the deep dark hell. Many of them are in the hells
already. There are many different hells for different activities of wickedness or wickednesses. Over the
many centrymenias, eras, and millenniums, the devels have been burned in the hells, as the different
Chreations ended. The devels finds many ways to regenerate themselves and to continue their wickedness.
There are different hells for punishments.
The devels want for me to identify myself as God, as they have told you, so you will connect to me. I am the
GOG. I Own all devels, Satans, and wickednessers. I did not birth them or create them. They put
themselves in my territorys, so I Own them and all of them. All things they have or have gathered over the
many Centrymenias, are ALL MINE. They have been laboring for themselves, and I take all they have. I
AM the GOG WHO KNOWS EVERYTHING. The many federal devels and others, some of which are your
leaders, removed everything from my brain on January 1 to 4, 2017, when they abducted me from Miami
International Airport. A person can be abducted, and you do not know that it is an abduction.
There are many ways for me to know what I need to know, and to know what needs to be done. If you feel
comfortable calling me God, as that is who you know, then it is your decision. I have told you what you need
to know. This Earth was not chreated with a God as leader or to come as leader or a creator. No Jesus to
come in this Earth. No Jesus who ascend from this Earth. No Jesus to descend to this Earth, or any Earth. No
God who are protectors or have charge over this Earth, any Earths, or any Chreations.
I was told that in the far distant past, that I cannot even identify a time frame, there was a GOD who is the
Gold of the DUMS. The DUMS were like Queendums, Kingdums, and many others. I am told she is the
beginning of all life esistence, and a Black woman. The devel existed in many places before he came into
her areas. The devel is the transparent one and he attacked many of her people’s life and what they have
built, and the devels learned how they were made up. Then the devels travel upward and gathered many
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information. Then the devels learned enough to enter her Queendum. The devel worked in disguise, as no
one can see or feel him. The GOD has others of herself who are also GODs. The GOD had been using
everything she knew to kill the devels, and some worked and some did not. She continued to try and to
protect herself and her areas. The devels attacked many of her staff and eventually got in her husband and
took him over. The devel took over many and the worst is the man, the penis one. The man is a built-up and
has no solid foundation, so the devel gets into the man easily in all places. The devels became an insect as
that was one of the ways to get rid of him, and the devels found many ways to recreate himself and
themselves. The devels even abducted her peoples and used them as his aide so that they would support him.
The devel even call them his children so he could deceive everyone.
The GOD had to move from place to place many times to get away from the devels and their wickedness.
She has to remove everything from her DUMS and BLOCKED them so the devels or anyone or anything
cannot get in them. She did what she had to do to lock her areas, to put them away, and to move on. The
devel took the word DUMS and changed the meaning so it is connected to emptiness and a blockade.
Another example of the usage of the word DUMS, today there is the Lions Gate Entertainment Corporation,
which is now called an American, Canadian-domiciled entertainment & media company. The word
domiciled is connected to the earlier esistence called the dumesoiled in the DUMS areas.
The GOD’S Crowns were stolen and used by the devels. She had to change her titles, and she never used the
GOD title anymore. The devels stole her title and began to use her title. She took her title from him and the
devel continued to use it. She cleaned out her title and the devel still refer to him as her title. The devels
began to identify themselves with words that connected to her title, so they can use it and her power. Gnats
Osmosis Devels is the most common title they currently use to identify with the word God. The devels
became the Gnats as they are miniature insects that are tied up and twined up into each other. They began to
use the umbrella Osmosis to change many places and to move things, cities, States, mountains, monuments,
chreations, etc., from place to place and to destroy them. Over the many centrymenias, the devels used many
other identifyers to connect to the word God and themselves.
The devels continued to do wickednesses to the Beginning Chreator and then another Chreator came to
replace her. That Chreator is Paulett Angella Hemmings/Angella Paulett Hemmings and her last name
changes as she wishes. Then the devels said no. We do not want another one. We were foolish in pushing
down the first one, now we have two. Then they began to use the same tactics they had used on the other
Beginning Chreator, and they pushed me down until I get to the Earth Natural, where I continued to do my
work, and to make things happen that has worth. They always find help when major changes are to come, so
the ones to benefit suffer, as they do not know themselves what is to come.
The federal government insect devels and others have killed this Earth over and over and have washed your
brains out and dumb many of you in the brain. This prevents your memory from working, as your memory
is locked in with your intelligence and cannot be separated, so your brain becomes dense, and your reading
and writing is blocked. Your reading, writing, English and language skills, intelligence are automatic. If
your information is removed, then your brain becomes dense and you are not able to use the natural normal
skill you have in you. This means that the devels remove your inner self, and many inner, inner selves, so
that your memory, your reading ability, and your knowing is removed and you have emptiness and no
foundation. A few communities escaped this adverse dumbness.
The federals have taken my valuable documents and books and changed their words and information and
created many devel books. They distribute these devel books and have you my children reading and
believing them. The federals have changed my title that is used in this EARTH from GOG to God. GOG
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means the Gold over the Goodness or the Golden over the Goodness. I put on your tongue and in your mind
the easiest expression so you will connect: Oh My Goodness.
No government, Federal, Republics are to be in this Earth and the Earths since I was born in the Natural
Earth. There are processes in place in this Earth to follow when I am born until I am matured to take
leadership. Almost all countries/states have not followed them. No leadership is to change since I AM born.
If a leader dies, then another person is selected to through voting by the public so an etiquette and effective
leader is selected. No leader should be plastic, rubber, or any other materials. All leaders are to be natural,
real, flesh peoples in this Natural Earth. In the other Earths the lives are according to their Earth types, and
none are plastic, rubber, metals, paper, trash, etc. So far, the only country that I know of is Cuba that has
followed a part of the orders of leadership since I am born. Some states, like Russia, Cuba, and the
Caribbeans can select leaders through family line if they are properly developed, and live by the proper
etiquette whether in public or private, if not then through the public voting.
No federal, government, republics, Queens, Kings or any other illegal titles given or esist, must ever be in
these Earth since I am born or after. They should never have been in the Earths in the first place and should
never continue to live in the Earths. The devels and I are not to be in the same place whether near or far
from me. Many leaders in this Earth who were supposed to do their jobs did not do it; they allow themselves
to be led by the federals, the republic and the british. They have not used their stored records, and they
allowed the federal to steal and manipulate their records, devices, and technology. Anyone I identify to be
devels are devels.
There are much to be given and done to this Earth, and these Earths; however, the federals, monarchies,
republics, etc. are in the way and obstructing, as they have done in the past. You do not have the protections
you had before in this Earth or these Earths. I am into my knowledge of who I AM into the Natural Earth.
The devels are here as well, and that should not be. Your protection cannot happen on my account because
this is not the way it is to be done. They are rules and the devels have override those rules. The devels have
upturn everything and removed everything that can protect you, with many of your help, to allow the devels
to have the power continuously. You must drink the essence, make the essence yourselves, use the essence
on your bodies, and soak in them as often as possible. Use the Essence to clean your floor, wipe the carpets
and rugs, and to rub on your furniture. In the Natural Earth, use every three hours or better, in the Federal
Natural cut-out, in one second 10 time, in the other Chreations, in one second twenty to thirty times or a
variation of all that I have mentioned. Some of your areas have gigantic and abnormal time difference that
should not be so.
The Travesty/Deceit of the Earth leaders
Many leaders inside the Earth has allowed the Federal insect, animals devels to lead them into destruction,
foolishness and with devel beliefs. You do not know who the devels are. You are in this Earth and you did
not put yourself in the Earth. You did not chreate your own Earth and put yourself. You are in my Earth, so
you could not help yourself and that is why you are in the Earth. The devels are deceivers they even deceive
themselves, and delude themselves. You do not know devels or the federal insect ones. You and the devels
are not the same. You do not know about devels deception and you are not to live with, take advice, take any
intelligence from, take any knowledge from the devels, work with the devels, work for the devels, take the
devel injections, take the devels money, take the devels trade moneys, take anything from me and give to the
devels and then trade with the devels for money, you are not the devels tools, however you have done all
these things and much more. Many of you have created the space shuttles in larger heights and depths and
widths than they are supposed to be and put yourselves far into many areas that you do not belong as the
federal devels lead you to their knowledge. Many of you allowed the devels to cut out your inner selves and
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many inner, inner selves, so the devel can control you und use you to destroy these Earths and the many
Chreations that esist outside the Earth. You have become Giganaminominous murderers and much higher
murderers and killers of lives and killers of Chreations because you continue to work with the federal devels
and other devels you do not know are there, you are doing things that you are never to do. The depth of the
hell is there for you.
All the experiments you have been doing and making places to put yourselves and going above my authority,
using my authority, using my power to get you in these space areas you are never to go and taking my power
for you, and taking my power and give to the federal devels, you are going to pay for every smallest particle
of what you have been doing. Nothing you make in these areas are for you or for anyone. The devels are
using you for their experiments, and you allow the federal devels to use you to cut out my inner selves and to
use my inner selves to help the devel get into areas the devels are not to go and not for you to know. You
and the federal devels killed me many times in these Earths, as you do not want to stop the wicked things
you have been doing to the Chreations, to yourselves, and to the Earth peoples. They are many different
types of devels and you do not know which is who. The Federals are one of the many devels and you do not
know which is the highest of the devels.
The devels esisted long before all the chreations that we have lived in. I came into the Chreations long after
the devels came in our areas and doing their wicked manipulations, terrors, horrors, destructions, and
killings. Many Chreation esited that are not my Chreations that you do not know the difference. The devels
know how to quarantine you, and you can only go into the areas the devels allow you to go and you cannot
know those on the other sides or other areas as you are not to know. The devels fixed your yes, your mind
their ways and you are locked in the devel zones, and you become the devels play mate. The devels look like
a person, but inside they are small insects. The devels also taught many of you how to reduce yourselves to
the smallest grain. The insect, animals, species devels have been around longer than anyone can count in
numbers. They know how to make-up themselves, and to use their memory, and how to recreate themselves.
They know how to go into other territories they do not belong, as that is how they came into our areas, and
they are not to be in our areas. They make up themselves so they can be in our areas. It took a long time, but
they know what to do, as they have been doing these wicked things for a long time. All my Chreations are
not built for devels, as they are built tougher and stronger so the devels cannot be in, but the devels jobs are
to do wickednesses and that is all they do, so they always find ways to overpower and to put themselves
where they do not belong. You cannot understand as you do not know the powers and things that esist in
many places and available that they steal and use.
I do not know how this works in the natural, as I have never tried it with a devel in the natural before. If you
spit on a devel in the cut our or any forms of the Earth types or the Chreation types, you will see the devels
explode and the effigy or shell they wear would disappear and they become an insect or a small animal or
something like that. You have to look down to see them, as they are very small. You can also say, to
another one: I command you to be what you are to be. Then you will see something that looks like a penis
jumping around. That is another form of the devels, as all man came out of a design of a penis. Man do not
have any foundation. They are built-up to look like a man, and they are women’s play mate; that is their first
job. Woman is not the same. Women are the beginning. You can say to the one you put the command on: I
return you to what you were, or return. You could leave them or him as they are if you choose, as they can
return and try to overpower you. Some of the devels you will see a flurry of white, and they have a lot of
power and strength flying around, sometimes you may not see them at all, as they do have the incondesant
covering of black white or whatever color they choose. You can say to all of them: I burn you, I burn you, I
burn you, I burn you completely out and then see what will happen. Then you can say I burn you with the
blue oil and the turpentine and you are completely out, then see what happens next. The ones on the ground
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that looks like insects, spit on them with your mouth closed or your mouth open. Your mouth can be
completely closed and you spit without any liquid coming from your mouth, it still works. Then use your
teeth with your mouth closed and scrape off the crust from your teeth and then spit on the insect ones and
look to see what will happen. Then go to the areas you have been working and the thing you have been
building or creating and say North, South, East, West, and then scrape the crust from your teeth and mix with
your spit several times and then begin to spit all around with your mouth open or closed and wait to see what
happens. All you have been making are devel things. They make you believe it is some place you can live
or stay at some time in the future. You will become the devel comfort as that is what you are building for
yourself and your future. It is all a lie and deception, but you are not to be in those places and they are not
of you. Many of you are still alive and not dead so how can that be. You do not know anything about
Chreation types and who seemed to be who and who is not who. Your urine can be your protection as well.
Your spit and your urine you use and rub all over you to protect you as well. It can be put on your vehicles
and in the vehicles, it is protection when you do not have the ganja essence, the Sense Melia essence, the
flowers essence and so on made in your vehicle to protect you. You have gone into many of your people’s
eyes and removed their eye sights, as the devels have told you to do, and you have taken their eye sights for
you so you can see what my children are to see. The devels have taken your eye sights and use yours, and
then tell you to take from others. And so, you have become the federal devels yourselves.
You have gone into many space areas and rape many of those who were put in those areas to live, as you are
not the Chreator, and you do not know about the devels past. You helped the devels to kill the Chreations
anywhere I put them or any other Chreator put their chreations and their species in their places. You have
gone in many chreations and stolen and taken their genes and you have created lives from them. You put
some in these Earths to live like Bill Clinton as he told me so in the cut-out, and many do not know that their
husbands or wives are not people born from a woman they were created from specimen and devels
experiments. This creates many problems as many cannot have children, and they do not know that either
their husband or wife did not born from a woman, and the state has some of them as wards of the states,
looking for people to adopt them. All powers that all of you world leaders have and taken that are my power
and authority, give them to me, Now! Do not ever use my power and authority or anything that belongs to
me ever again. Do not use the power or authority from any other chreator you have stolen or taken. Do not
use anything that the devels have given to you for protection or for comfort. They are all devel possession
things, and they are all deception things.
Say: I command that I am rid and separated from all devel wickednesses and all devel powers, and I am rid
and separated from all satan, devels, and wickednesses right now. I protect myself and everyone with the
ganja, sence Melia, poppy, yellow orange skin, lime skin, hot pepper oil, onion oil, scallion oil, time oil,
avocado oil, flowers oil inside and outside of me, and inside and outside of where I live, my country and the
entire Earth, right now. All I use for my protection, is to kill all devels, satans and wickednesses. I am one
whole, I am completely full, and the Earth is completely on whole and full. I lock my commands in and my
commands are approved. You are to drink the essence and put on your skin and to soak in them.
COMMANDS
The name Prime Minister, Governor, Mayor, President, Chancellors, Queen, King, etc., are not the titles of
anyone in the Earths or Chreations; they are devel titles. I will not add these illegal names as part of my
Title. The Senate is a correct name.
No prime minister, minister, government, president, vice president, speaker, senator, governor, mayor,
chancellor, premier, of any country or State over the peoples should ever own any farm production, foods,
citrus, factory, etc. If they do it is a violation and a conflict of interest.
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No prime minister, minister, government, president, vice president, speaker, senator, governor, mayor,
chancellor, premier, leader of any country or State over the peoples should never own any banks, financial
organization/firms, credit unions, financial consulting or have any stocks, bonds, or other types in any part of
the Earths, or any chreation. If they do it is a violation and a conflict of interest.
All places that are called countries are States. There are no countries or county/counties in this Earth or
these Earths. County means counting, like accounting. The state is not to own any properties. All public
parks, gardens, forest, mountains, parceled lots/plots/lands, outer parceled lots/plots/lands, inner parcel
lot/plot/land are my mine, not government ownership, state, city, town, municipal or any other types of entity
that esist.
I have given authority for my children to purchase and own properties they want and to feel comfortable to
know they own a part of the Earth. All unused lands are mine. All monies the Banks, States, federal,
municipals, etc., collect for selling lots/plots/lands and any organization, corporation, firms, etc., are mine. A
firm, an organization, or a corporation can purchase property or properties.
I COMRANDA ALL MONEYS THE BANKS, STATE, REPUBLIC, AND THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT HAVE FROM SELLING MY PROPERTIES, MY POSESSIONS, MY
LOTS/PLOTS/LAND TO BE GIVEN TO ME OR PUT IN A BANK ACCOUNT RIGHT NOW AND AT
ALL BANKS, SO I CAN GET MY MONEY WHENEVER I WANT TO USE IT AT ANYTIME I WANT
TO USE IT. I MUST GET THE INFORMATION NOW PERTAINING TO THESE TRANSACTION AS
WELL.
When the earth was opened, each organization, corporation, commerce, and all firmhandles/firms were in
place and open for work. Every person chreated in this Earth knew the jobs they are to hold. When the
Earth opened, some were in their work places and those not to be in the work places, were in their own
homes or the places they were to be at the time of day the earth opened. All places, commerce, corporations,
and organizations came with the Earth. Many of the names still esist today, and they are to esist without
changing. Many of the names have been changed and coined in a near or different manner. For example,
Paulett Hemmings bank is now called TD bank, the tracer bank that is “Trace Bank” is now Chase Bank, the
bank that synchronizes the other bank accounts to find your titles, rank, and trust and allowance fund that is
“Synchronic Bank is now called Synchrony Bank. Discover bank is to discover where your moneys are and
all information pertaining to you, is now called Discover Credit card, and many others have changed to
reflect what they are not to be.
The name Amazing is a corporation that has been renamed as Amazon.com. The Amazing store is an
amazing physical store that anyone can shop in. It has humangamengous amounts of items that you do not
even think esist. You can find many items that are unique, one of a kind, and different. It gives many
varieties and many styles. The devel did and does not want it to thrive, as the store gives too much happiness
and joy in the purchase. The devels killed the store as it was worldwide. The devel stopped it and cut it out
of esistence.
Then others found out about it and renamed it Amazon. At times in the past, other peoples gathered the
information from the district of Columbia and named it Amazing dot com and the devel said no; it can be
named similar, so they changed it to Pamazon, Tamazon, etc. and many different names not going too far
from the original. Sometimes, the names of corporations are regenerated in an individual, and he or she gets
the inspiration to design similar things, as they are inspirators that esist. Some of the inspirators are devels
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and some are good. Some firms and organizations are designed freely from the mind and life of an individual
or individuals and the firms can become big. This Earth is mine, and everything in this Earth, and everyone
in this Earth, belongs to me. I own all in this Earth and in all my Earths, and all Earths and all Chreations,
whether you believe it or not. All the devels I did not create; however, I own all devels, whether they want
to accept it or not.
New organizations can be developed with a smooth process. All the leaders of the organizations were to lead
the organization for a certain time, then they move on to other jobs or get promotions to other leadership
levels. This is the manner in which firms are to exist. The insect devels removed all the organizations
protections and they upstur everything. They sell my corporations and organizations to individuals and
multiple owners privately, so many plastic and rubber devels and also my children take my companies and
turned them into their company’s. All these sales are null and voided. My corporations, and organizations,
and commerce are to operate without ownership by an individual. The states and banks are to return all
monies to the buyers. THIS IS MY COMRANDA.
My children can lead the organizations. Angies/women are the leaders of my corporations, organizations
and all corporations in this Earth, and these Earths. Woman created man, man cannot lead a woman. Small
business owners that are Ban/man owners should continue to esist only with women leading the people life.
Any business that have 10 or more workers/employees must have a human resource (HR) person to lead the
people. Partners are not workers. If the small business of below 10 employees does not have the money to
finance an HR person, then the State gives the money to the owner to have this process in place. MY
COMRANDA.
In order for me to be here at this time, in the natural, the devels killed me more than 999 trillionth, billionth,
millionth, thousandth, hundredth times. These numbers are for you to understand the height and depth of my
life and deaths. These numbers are miniscule numbers, as the number of time of my deaths is mega, mega,
giganamously higher. I am always present. My language is always in the present tense. I learn the right
way of writing and speaking when I went to school and graduated from high school college. Since I moved
to another area, I had to learn their devel ways of speaking and writing English language. My English usage
is not correct, as it a mixture, of the right way, the british way, and the illegal American way. British is a
devel coined name, and America is a devels stolen name. Your English language is not correct either.
While I am being killed through many centrymeanias which is higher than an Era, I have not been sitting and
waiting to be killed. I am always making things happen and doing the right things. I am always right in
whatever I do. The devels will do what they want to do. Do not become the devels, or you will suffer too.
I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE, AND OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. I
GIVE LIFE AND I TAKE LIFE, no matter how it may appear to you or what you believe. I AM THE
HIGHEST OF THE I AM, IT IS SO; AND I AM WHO I AM.
My current birth happen on my generations and family lot/plot/land. I was born on McLaren’s property. I
Chreate all the genes of life in these Earths and others that are not in this Earth. I chreated many animals,
bunts, plant species, etc. Not those wicked things called devel species. Mclaren is one of my genes I
chreated as well as Jacksons, Simpsons, Huston, McIntosh, McWray, Johnson, Hemmingway, Winter, Tan,
Fung, Wong, Fujimoto, Hisikawa, Honda, Andropov, Voskresensky, Gupta, Singh, Tehrani, Jahandar, Essa,
Chevalier, Gillette, Ricci, Bruno, Castro, Delgado, Diallo, Nwosu, Sultan, all the color names like Brown,
Black, etc. My last name is all the names in all my Earths and my Chreations.
I protect my words with the Sense Melia & Turpentine oils
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A Chreator is one who design and build a place where many different types of peoples, different colours of
peoples, and different culturales of life esist. All my Chreations are to thrive, live in harmony with each
other, and live in happiness, love, joy, fulfillment, prosperousness, vigorousness and all of the goodness in
and on them. A Chreator chooses the type of Chreation and the place to put the Chreation.
The Chreation process and design is not what your mind and thoughts in this earth is aware of. You do not
know what you cannot know. To Chreate means I design and build life, and then put them into life esistence.
A Chreation is usually done larger than a gigantinaminous scale in a round ball. The ball is usually attached
by an arm in a hook that is usually unbroken and is connected to other Chreations until the devels came in
and began to eat down and tear down without anyone knowing their esistence. Inside that round ball are
humangamengous and much larger round balls that you do not know how they are derived or come into
being, as that is the work of the Chreator. Inside many of those round balls are many areas that you can
create from. You can Create many round balls for your Chreations that you can design from your own
thinking. You can Chreate your Chreation on flat lots/plots, in a Spare that has many spares inside or in a
spare that has both spares and whirls or world inside of it. A Spare is humangus and can resemble a spear
head with the top looking like a sharp upside down V point. There are a number of different ways that a
Chreator can design their own Chreations. A Premier Chreator like myself, plans my Chreation to continue
on for a very long time. Therefore, my design is for my generations of childrens and Chreators to use the
Chreation to develop, build-up, design their own Chreations and to esist in harmony with each other.
A Chreator puts inside the Chreation the elements according to the esistence of the Chreation. There are
many different life inside the elements and many different authority. They are Mystics, Cosmics, Zodiacs,
Capricorn, and many other forms of life inside the elements regions. The elements have many elevations,
levels, depth, height, width, length, speed, velocity and much more. A Chreation also has lots/plots, dry
land, wet land, ocean lands, below the ocean lots, and life esistence below the oceans. Inside each Chreation,
a Chreator puts roads, streets, buildings, homes, shopping areas, clothing designs, shoes, fabric
manufacturing, knitting, silk making, culture differences, time differences, equators, continents, peninsulas,
banks, corporations, organizations, firmandle/firms, schools, colleges, amusement parks, commerce, articles
and plans for development of homes, commerce, new designs, architecture, and college of higher education,
TV, computers, interconnections, internets, intranets, netwares, dot coms, dot nets, clocks, watches, motor
vehicles, non-motor vehicles, ships, boats, airplanes, games, sports, play areas, parks, gardens, monuments,
communities, cities, towns, states, municipalities, rules, orders, space areas, and an array of life elevation to
transcend from one life to another and from one generation to another.
This Earth is a little teardrop when compared to the many Chreations that esist. When you put all the sand
grains on all shores, and all the gravel grains on all the shores and banks together inside this Earth it is not
even a dust of a fraction of the esistence or number of Chreations combined.
All peoples in these Earths and in different Chreations who had responsibilities towards me and had failed,
were not to analyze any information or my order of what to do. You were to do what you were told and do
what to be done in the time it is to be done. You do not know the job of the Chreator, and how things are set
up.
There are many standards that Chreators follow so the lives do not suffer. We have many ways of getting
things done that you do not know of or understand. You are either from one of the Earths elevations, levels,
or from one of the many Chreations. You are not me. You are not the Chreator. Inside this Earth no one
other than Paulett Angella Hemmings is a Chreator or has Chreator Authority. You also do not have the
history of the devels. You were told enough information about the devels to prevent you from being
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absorbed by them. You cannot be told everything, as the devel is a sepulcher for information. You cannot
predict how the devel will use information no matter how much you read, or see, or believe about the devels.
When you have not done or did not do what you were to do, you created many avalanches of catastrophic
ataclapses in the Earths and Chreations, causing many deaths, tremors, hunger, famine, droughts and much
more. You killed yourself many times and you do not now. You also killed your children, parents, brothers,
sisters, family, generations, ME (I AM), and many Earths, and Chreations.
Once the devel takes over the Earths or Chreations, you have the devel in you. Your thoughts are not
normal, your lives are not normal, whatever you do is not normal. Do not ever obstruct my work, my rules,
orders, commands, and all authority from me. NEVER EVER. THIS IS MY COMRANDA.
There is no knowledge in this Earth of how a Chreator operates and what a Chreator does. There is no
knowledge of what is to be in this Earth. You may think you know, but you do not know. You do not know
what you are not to know, so you do not know what you think you know. What you do know is to follow my
orders, my commands, and anything higher than that. If you don’t, then you will feel what the devels feel,
and that feeling will follow you in all times and all places. It is your decision! MY COMRANDA.
Many people living in these Earths and all living in the other Earths can use their inner body computers. In
this Natural Earth we are not open, and our inner body is closed. When we are locked, we cannot see, or
hear, or know the devels sting, biting, piercing, torturing on our skin. The devel still do these wicked to us
on the outside, but we often do not see them or feel them too strongly.
When the devels open us; they go into our minds and we can see what they are doing, as they are getting into
our brain and into our pasts. They make us see a lot of different things, and know them. However, many of
you do not understand what they are hearing and knowing. The federals, republics, Monarchies, and many
other who know and do the wickedness can open our bodies to torture us.
If you are not open by the devels, you most likely will not see your inner computer or hear it. When you die,
know that your computer is in your head, chest, and hand middle for you to use and to ask questions,
instructions, directions. If you are one of the people the devel open, your computer with many information is
in your head, in your chest, in your hand middle. To use your information, you are to knock your chest or
forehead three times, the screen will come on and ask questions. If you do not see a screen, ask any question
because the devels can turn off the screen. It is the safest and best if you spell out what you are asking. Do
not voice the words when you are spelling the questions, as the devels will get in your communication, and
you will get devel answers. Only spell the words with a brief pause in between the words so it makes sense.
You are to listen to hear a voice speaking. You may be able to see a screen as well. It must never be a thick
man in the view or a black spot. It will be a voice speaking but not the devel hogs/pigs.
You are to rub your forehead with olive oil, flowers oil, canola oil, essence oil. You are to rub your chest
and stomach/belly with the same oil. You are to drink one mouthful of the oil so it cleans out your inside.
When you rub the oil, your information will be visible, better and the devels will not be in the information.
Once you hear enough of the information, you say turn off. If you see it is still going on, then knock it one
time with your knuckles or your fingers so it stops. For starters, you can spell the word: what is My name.
You will hear the voice, and maybe see in your past history. You are to drink the ganja juice, the sense
Melia, and mix white rum with the eucalyptus. You are to ask questions and get the answer. There are many
connection to the internet that is in your computers. Type” what safe web sites and web links are there.
What Sense Melia looks like? what is cannabis and how it looks? You can spell: who is the Chreator of this
I protect my words with the Sense Melia & Turpentine oils
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Earth? Where are you from, and what the devels look like? If you do not have any essence to protect you,
use your spit. Your spit is your own body protection now and in all times and in all places. Do not worry
about if others will smell your spit. Your first concern is to protect yourself. Your urine can protect you as
well. If you are in a situation and you cannot get any protection, just use your urine to rub all over yourself
and to urine on the ground, as it will burn up the devels and you can get away.
Treason or Treasonomus are Judgements against a person, an entity, etc. All sentencing, Treasons and
higher are lived out here in this Earth, and in all places, chreations where all individuals and entity exist/esist
today and in times to come. All those who are behind the scenes (are not seen and responsible) are also
included. It is my job to do this, an no one can do it for me.
Anyone who violate my rules, orders, commands have committed more than Treason. In the USA, I charge
many TV Reporters with Treasons. All US presidents I charge with Treasons. I charge all Republics with
Treasons. I charge all governments in the Earths and Chreations with Treasons. I charge many judges in the
Earths with Treasons, murder, and causing long-term harm to me, my other versions, my children, my
generations, etc.
STOP ALL INSURRECTONS, I STOP ALL INSURRECTIONS, I STOP ALL INSURRECTIONS, I STOP
ALL INSURRECTIONS
All Police I charge with Treasons. I charge all Secret Service with Treasons. I charge all Sheriffs with
Treasons. I charge all Banks who are guilty, with Treasons in all States, countries, nations, for depriving me,
my other versions, my children of their Trust Funds, Estate funds, etc. I charge with Treasons Newspapers,
and Radios for reporting inaccuracies about the Chreator and my children. I charge the Weather Reporters
with Treasons, as many know who is causing the fires, hurricanes, and many disasters. I charge the
Department of Education, Department of Homeland Security, Transportation Security Administration, all
Health and Human Services Departments with Treasons, Customs and Border Patrol for Treasons for
preventing my children from benefitting from what is theirs. I charge the Justicas with Treasons. I charge
the Justice Department or systems with Treasons. I charge the court systems with Treasons.
Donald Trump, George Bush, Bill Clinton, Barak Obama, the British Kings and Queens, have and many
more Presidents, I charge you with Treasons against ME, my children through wars, deprivation, diseases,
famine, hunger, droughts, destroying the elements and the environments. Many of the British Royalties and
governments have committed Treasons against ME, my children, my parents, my siblings, my generations.
All I have charged with Treason, you pay a fine of US $10 million and an increase of $5,000 per week
beginning May 10, 2017.
I COMRANDA the Department of State to send to me everything they have for me right now. They must
include all the moneys they have for me. They must include all records, keys, my documents and others that
I must have.
I COMRANDA the Department of Homeland Security and TSA to send to me everything they have for me
right now. They must include all the moneys they have for me. They must include all records, keys, my
documents, and all others that I must have.
I COMRANDA the Department of Health & Human Services to send to me all they have that belong to me,
and they have many. They must include all my moneys they have for me. They must include all my medical
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records they retrieve illegally, and all the experiments they conducted on my skin, body, mind, intestine, my
enzymes, molecules, etc. They must include all other records, keys, information, belongings, documents to
name a few and say where I can get the rest.
I COMRANDA the Department of Justice to send all they have for me including documents, records, rules,
instructions, guidelines, information belongings, and all moneys they have for me. They must tell me where
to get all the machinery, equipment and other things that are in their keeping.
I COMRANDA the Office of Federal Register to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the National Archive and Records Administration to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I COMRANDA All Registrar General offices and Departments in the USA and outside the USA to send to
me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the White House and all houses to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Government Printing Office to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the United States Postal Service, and all postal service worldwide to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the State of New York and all States in the US and outside the US to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I COMRANDA all Office of the Services Commission in the USA and outside the USA, to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA all Consulate Generals to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA all Consular Generals who are using my power and authority to give me what is mine, and
send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the United Nations leaders and members to send to me everything they have for me right
now
I COMRANDA all United Nations leaders and members who are using my power and authority to give me
what is mine, and send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA all Permanent Mission Ambassadors to all countries to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I COMRANDA all Ambassadors who are using my power and authority to give me what is mine and send
to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, to send to me everything they have for me
right now
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I COMRANDA all banks in the USA, global, and international, like the next day after they know about this
command, to make my moneys available to me immediately. For small banks, I want no less than 10 Million
dollars per day, in my account available for withdrawal. For banks like JP Morgan Chase, Chase Manhattan,
the tracer and thief, I want no less than $4, Trillion dollars per day available for withdrawal. My Articles
have been going out since January 2017, so ever leader and bank should know about my presence.
Whenever I go to any branch, in any country, my money should be available for me to access and use. I
Chreated my Earths and my banks to operate in the ways that I want them to operate, and you all have my
original Articles on how to operate banks. No banking changes should have been done without my
permission no matter what the time, as you do not know how banks originate or why I design my banks to
operate in the way they should. All my current Articles since January 2017 have been there for you to read in
detail. Chase, Bank of America, TD Bank, US Bank, Citibank, must have the funds and the account opened
no later than May 10, 2017.
All banks have deprived my children and yourselves of the Trust funds and the Estate funds that I have put in
each bank for all of you to use and enjoy. Instead, you have allowed the federal, republics, and British
devels to manipulate you and to steal from all of you, and some of you have gone bankrupt, poor and many
of you have my children moneys using, and they cannot get their money to use. Many countries have gone
bankrupt because of your fiscal policies and your stealing what belongs to them, and you have put many
countries in shortages and distress to do the things they are not to do.
I COMRANDA all my properties including my lots/plots/lands. All Parcel, outparcel, inner parcel
lot/plot/lands are for me to use personally. No bank or State should have sold and used my lots/plots/lands
without my permission. All banks are independent of all States and government and all authority. I entrust
all banks to protect my properties and to safekeep my moneys and my belongings. Many if not all banks,
have given my belongings and my moneys to the State, Federal, Republics, government and others. You
have conspired to steal from me and my children who are the population of the Earths. You have conspired
and told my children many lies about their origins, who they are, and who I AM. You have told them that
their chreator is a man, or three men, or many Gods.
The banks have allowed the municipals, then the town, then the city, then the federal to take over and turn
private banks into government banks. The governments have taken my properties and call them theirs. The
government have taken my lots/plots/lands and call them theirs. Then the governments give the
lots/plots/lands back to the banks to be sold. Then the banks give my moneys to the governments and use
what they want for themselves and my children and my estate goes empty. In one form or another, this is the
simplest explanation of what has been happening over the many years I have been killed by the federals,
republics, british, and many others, so they can continue to control.
I COMRANDA all States/Countries send me a listing of all my lots/plots/lands that you have sold, that are
unused, and identify their address and send the information in English only.
I COMRANDA all banks, domestic, global, and international, send me a listing of all my lots/plots/lands
that you have sold, that are unused, and identify their address and send the information in English only.
All that I have requested, get my address from Governor Cuomo of New York, so you can send me what I
want. Communicate to me in English language, and send me what I want as soon as possible.
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I COMRANDA JP Morgan chase, Chase Manhattan Bank, Chase Bank, Chase Manhattan Trust Chase
Manhattan Estate fund, Chase Travel Fund, Chase Manhattan vacation fund, Chase Manhattan birthday fund,
Chase Mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Bank of America, Bank of America Estate fund, Bank of America Trust fund, etc. to
send to me everything they have for me right now
I command the Bentley Motor Vehicles to send me my accounts, my fleet, and my financial cards
I command the Ashton Martin Motor Vehicles to send me my accounts, my fleet, and my financial cards, and
to return to your original name quality of the vehicles
I command the Rolls Royce Motor Vehicles to send me my accounts, my fleet, and my financial cards
I command all car manufacturer including Mercedes Benz, BMW, Rolls Royce, Ashton Martin, Bentleys, of
all luxury, upscale, middle, and downscale dealerships to be in all Cities and Towns, and localities so all
types of peoples can buy them at their leisure.
I command all gas stations/fuel stations to send me my accounts, financial cards, and all they have for me
I COMRANDA Man Group Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I COMRANDA Egg Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I COMRANDA TD Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund to send to me everything they have for me
right now
I command Bank of Ireland, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Danske Bank/National Irish Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Eurobank Ergasias, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Millennium Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Commerzbank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Deutsche Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
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I command Landesbank Hessen-Thuringen (Helaba), Landesbanks, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund,
etc., to send to me everything they have for me right now
I command Banque de France, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Societe Generale, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Caisse D’Epargne, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Natwest Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I COMRANDA Citi Bank, Citigroup, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now.
I COMRANDA US Bank, US Bank Corp., Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Industrial and Commercial Bank of china, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to
me everything they have for me right now
I command Standard Chartered Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Bank of China Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Standard Life, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Barclay’s Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Virgin Money Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Citizens Financial Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command DB USA corporation/Taunus Corporation, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send
to me everything they have for me right now
I command Fifth Third Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
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I command KeyBank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command USAA Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Life Store Bank/AF Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Credit One Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command ITAU Unibanco, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Lloyds Banking Group, fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to
me everything they have for me right now
I command Australia and New Zealand Banking Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send
to me everything they have for me right now
I command Intesa Sanpaolo Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now.
I COMRANDA US Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Shinhan Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command National Bank of New Zealand, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Reserve Bank of New Zealand, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Bank of Japan, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Ned Bank Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Bank of Yokohama, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
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I command Mitsubishi UFJ financial Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Mizuho Financial Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Ubank, Ltd., Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Banque Saudi Fransi, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now.
I command Norinchukin Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now.
I command Al Baraka Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command First Rand Group Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Afribank PLC, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Equitorial Trust Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Saudi Investment Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Ecobank Nigeria, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Fidelity Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command First Bank of Nigeria, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Zenith Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Wema Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now.
I command Stanbic IBTC Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
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I command Woori Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything the about a y
have for me right now
I command Arab national Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Access Banks, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command the Development Bank of Singapore, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now.
I command Asian Development Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Bank of Africa/Amalgamated Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Bank of Ghana, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command the National Bank of Abu Dhabi, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Bank South Pacific, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Bank of New York Mellon, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Bank of Korea, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Ghana Commercial Bank, Ltd., Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Al Khaliji France, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Union National Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Korea Exchange Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Deutsche Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
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I command Unicredit Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banco Central de Chile, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Central Bank of Ghana, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command ICICI Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command United Overseas Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Allahbad Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command HFC Bank Ghana, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command BancoEstado, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Societe Generale, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command BBVA Compass, BBVA, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Abu Dhabi Commercial Banks, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Standard Chartered Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Credit Suisse Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I COMRANDA Bank of Nova Scotia, Scotia Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to
me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA Royal Banks/Sagicor Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, all royal Banks, etc.,
to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA BOJ Ltd. Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
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I COMRANDA NCB Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Sherbank of Russia, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command National Australia Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Bank of India, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banco Bradesco, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Mitsubishi UFJ Financial, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command WESTPAC Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command the Central Bank of India, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command The Federal Bank, Ltd., Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Santander Chile, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command National Australia Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Oriental Bank of Commerce, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Banco Provincia, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Toronto Dominion Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Maybanks, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Banco de la Nacion Argentina, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
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I command Banco do Brazil, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Commonwealth Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command State bank of India, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command BBVA Banco Frances, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Banrisul, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me
right now
I command Tarjeta Naranja, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banco de Mexico, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Banorte, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me
right now
I command Banamex, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Amex Bank of Canada, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Bank of Canada, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Bank of Montreal, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Citizens Banks, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command HSBC Bank, HSBC Holdings, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now.
I command Goldman Sachs Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to
me everything they have for me right now
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I command Caixa Economical Federal Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command BNP Paribas Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command IMF Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command First Nations Bank of Canada, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command World Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command VersaBank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command PNC Bank Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Central Bank of Argentina, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Toronto Dominion Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I COMRANDA American Express Company, American Express Bank, FSB, American Express Centurion
Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me right now
I command Armed Forces Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Bank of New Hamshire, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Skandinaviska for International Settlements, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send
to me everything they have for me right now
I command Capital One Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command WIR Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Bank Coop, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
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I command Handelsbankel, Enskilda Bankel, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Bankia, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me
right now
I command Banco de Valencia, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Banco Etcheverria, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Bank of Spain, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banco Pastor, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banco Comercial Portugues, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command De Nederlandsche Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command ABM AMRO Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command ING Group, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for
me right now
I command Norges Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command all Sparebank 1, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command BNP Paribas Wealth Management Monacco, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to
send to me everything they have for me right now
I command Banque Pasche Monacco, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command the Federal Reserve System, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command JsykelBanco de Portugal, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
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I command Banco de Portugal, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Nordea, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have for me
right now
I command Banque et Caisse d’Epargne de I’Etat, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command the Nationstar Mortgage fund, Trust fund, Estate fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Vontobel Holding, AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Banque de Luxembourg, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Liechtensteinische Landesbank, AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Volksbank, AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Norvik Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Reverta/Parex Bank/, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command ExpoBank/LTB Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command SEB Banka/Latvijas Unibanka, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Banka Carige, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Banka Monte dei Paschi, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Banca Passadore & C, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Banco Popular, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
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I command Vatican Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Veneto Banca, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command in this Earth, in all the Earths and all Chreations, that all Unions, Trade Unions, Worker’s Unions
are led by Women leaders. The darker the skin, the more authority, right now. No plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
I COMRANDA all leaders in States/countries where there are pink skin and black skin or brown skin, the
Black skin is first in authority with the right qualifications or closest to it, the brown skin is next. The darker
the skin is, the more authority. It is more difficult for the devels to use the Blacker skin or the darker skin
than the lighter skin. There are many shades of Black peoples. The States/Countries with pink skins will also
choose those with the more darker skin. Some countries are mixed, the Orientals or mixed Orientals get more
authority than the Caucasians. In the Indian countries, the darker skin has more authority, and 65 percent
authority than paler skin. In the Middle Eastern countries, the darker skin peoples have 65 percent more
authority than the paler skin peoples. In South Africa, the black skin has more authority than the pale skin in
all organizations and leadership. For all organizations with 500 or fewer employees and they are legitimately
my organizations, and my money running the organization, the black skin has more authority than the pale
skin. Those who need to improve their education so they are more qualified and they are better equipped to
handle the job responsibilities can get online education that are convenient and they are allowed one work
hour per work day to take improve their education. No plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals,
insects, species, camouflaged person, etc.
College Requirement
I COMRANDA as long as you have graduated from a high school, you can take any online college degree
or classroom college training. Graduated do not mean you have to pass 4 or five subjects with a A, B, C, D.
All you need is to graduate, or have a document that says you have completed up to 9th grade, 10th grade, 11th
grade, 12 th grade.
I COMRANDA All international students and domestic students get financial allowances for their education
and free of all charges, no matter what degree, see Article #1.
I COMRANDA no testing of high-school, Associate’s Degrees, Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree
students. All students to complete the number of hours of study even if they have to do course make-up.
They are to be given quizzes after each topic and the answers explained so they know the right answer. All
speed and accuracy testing’s that are not passed, additional time must be given, or additional training or
development so no one fails. All students who have paid for exams, all moneys are to be returned to them.
They should do the exams as scheduled and the examiners will give them their grades as they should, and no
one can fail. If the examiners create any confusion or obstruction, or ANY DEVEL PROBLEMS, THE
STUDENTS WILL GET THEIR GRADES AND NO ONE CAN FAIL. For vision and hearing testing if
you have problems in these areas, they are not connected to these new rules regarding college or high school
developments.
I COMRANDA all my valuables, money, accounts, keys, information, etc., given to me from South Africa
and all Caucasians authority is reduced or removed, Right now.
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I COMRANDA Wells Fargo Mortgage fund, Trust fund, Estate fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now.
I command Centrum Bank AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command All Hotels local and international to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Synchrony Bank to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Discover financial Services etc., to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA the Dell Computer Financial Services, etc., to send to me everything they have for me right
now
I command Clydesdale Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Union Bancaire Privee, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Ceska Sporitelna, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Ceskoslovenska Obchodni Banca, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Czech National Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Unicredit Bank Czech Republic/Zivnostenska Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc.,
to send to me everything they have for me right now
I command Axa Bank Europe, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Belfius Bank/Dexia Bank, Belgium, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command KCB Bank Belgium, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command National Bank of Belgium, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command VDK Spaarbank N.V., Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
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I command Erste Group Bank, AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now
I command Banco de Portugal, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command Schoeller Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I command Steiermarkische Sparkasse, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me
everything they have for me right now
I command Spar Nord Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I COMRANDA Mercedes Benz financial Services, Trust fund, Estate fund etc., to send to me everything
they have for me right now.
I command Swiss National Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I command EFG Bank AG, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I COMRANDA Oracle Corporation Fully Owned and operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings. The new
name is PPAH Oracle Corporation. PPAH Oracle Corporation is to now operate and led by four women
leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the
highest qualifications. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead
a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA BMW financial Services, Trust fund, Estate fund etc., to send to me everything they have
for me right now
I COMRANDA all Department stores including Federated Department Stores, Harrods, Woolworths, etc.,
the Department of State to send to me everything they have for me right now
I command Falcon Private Bank, Trust fund, Estate fund, mortgage fund, etc., to send to me everything they
have for me right now
I COMRANDA all the Bank across the Earth, all Financial Institutions, Financial Services, Trust fund,
Estate fund etc., to send to me everything they have for me right now
I COMRANDA Microsoft is fully owned by Paulett Angell Hemmings, right now. The new name is PPAH
Microsoft. PPAH Microsoft is to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black,
one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
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and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not
people.
I COMRANDA PeopleSoft is fully owned by Paulett Angell Hemmings, right now. The new name is
PPAH PeopleSoft. PPAH PeopleSoft is to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are
two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications. None can
be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are
women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help,
but not people.
I COMRANDA no harassment from creditors calling anyone for owed payment or for any payment since
January 2000 and since January 8, 2017 the inception of Article1-1B. Anyone called for missed payment or
has been harassed there is a fine per call and a fine per day. For each telephone call or written
correspondence, the person receives per day there is a fine of $1,000.00 one thousand, and $5, 000.00 five
thousand per day for each harassment. The Credit card, bank, or creditor must pay you the fines, and if not
the State of the issuing bank pays and the charges are doubled per day for each offence.
I COMRANDA Microsoft and People Soft to send me my keys, records, and everything they have for me
right now
I COMRANDA all bank executives or leaders including the Board must be women leaders. All other
leaders are women. None leader or worker can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc. This take effect Now. All women leader’s make-up of the skin colors remains as I design and
identified in this Article. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA all Board of Directors for all organizations, firms, corporations, profit/not-for-profit to work
alongside the CEO’s, etc., as Advisors not over them, and advisors are not the ones in authority, right now.
There must be more Black women in numbers and a mixture of other colors. If the number of members is
more than 5 five, one Caucasian and one Ban/man.
I COMRANDA all Mint and Frank machine manufacturer can sell these money-making machines with
immediate effect, right now. It is good if you sell them with the paper, ink and any tools necessary.
I COMRANDA all communications networking’s in the USA, Caribbeans, South America, Canada, Europe,
Africa, Middle East, etc., to set up my accounts and to send me my information.
I COMRANDA No plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. (or other types),
working in all or any form of Communications like: no TV communications, no Radio communications, no
Cable communication, no virtual communication, no Weather communication, Internet communication, no
Website communications, and no communication place, office, business, building, existence/esistence, etc.
I COMRANDA All Charter Communications/Spectrum merger owners and connections is cut from Bright
House Networks Right Now. No give back of money from the merger. Bright House Network is back to its
original name and operations with improvements. Anything that Bright House needs from this merger they
take and use as their own.
I COMRANDA All Bright House Networks and its original name to operate and led by four women leaders.
The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest
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qualifications. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take
effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a
technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Cisco Systems and all mergers, acquisitions, and affiliates are now owned by Paulett
Angella Hemmings. The new name is PPAH Cisco Systems. PPAH Cisco Systems to now operate and led
by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with
the right and the highest qualifications. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals,
insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I
design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
PHD STUDENTS
I COMRANDA that all who have earned a PHd (Paulett Hemmings Degree is the right name) gets the
highest pay pertaining to their career type, right now. They are to provide transcript that they completed the
requirements, as many plastics and rubber etc., are identifying themselves as PHd when they are all fakes.
I COMRANDA all PHd holders to get retroactive payment since the year 2000 if they did not get the
highest pay in their career path. All PHd students who completed 50 percent of their studies must also
receive the same payment as well.
I COMRANDA ALL PHd students who have attempted the course of study and had to drop out because of
financial problem, job stress, health problems, failure to complete the specific requirements can continue if
they choose and they can transfer to another college with no penalty and only to complete the required
course of study with no Dissertation to complete. This is a special Award and consideration for these
students.
I COMRANDA ALL PHd students who have attempted the curse of study and had to take a Master’s
Degree title instead, get their PHd Diploma without a Dissertation. This is a special Award and consideration
for these students.
I COMRANDA All PHd students who have complained to the college/university of unusual problems with
their studies, who filed any request to change grades, who filed any complaints pertaining to their studies, get
an A grade for any issues that developed. This must be reflected in their transcript with effect from the year
2000. All transcript changes must be retroactive and must be sent to the recipient or the students.
I COMRANDA since the year 2000, All PHd students who have complained to the college/university of
unusual problems with their studies, who filed any proceeding with the college/university, or any further
complaints procedures, must get from the college/university a lump sum payment of $200,000.
I COMRANDA that all PHd students can provide to past employers or to the Department of Labour, or a
higher authority, their transcript that identify that they did complete 50 percent while employed or to their
current employer. They can also provide a transcript that identify they were students while at that
employment for any events that occurred.
I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any employer or worker who discriminate against a PHd student or
recipient, or who attempt to bully or harass or to reduce assignments or create conflict with any, violate my
rules, my orders, my commands, and comranda and have committed higher than Treason against me and my
authority, right now.
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I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any PHd student or recipient violations, that has been reported to
the human resources or to any leaders pertaining to any harassment, or this harassment, bullying, conflict,
undermining, occurrence whether they filed an EEO/EEOC or not, the employee receives a lump sum of
$400,000 from each employer where this happened for every year they endured these problems,
immediately.
I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any PHd student or recipient violations, that has been reported to
the human resources or to any leaders pertaining to any harassment, or this PHd harassment, bullying,
conflict, undermining, occurrence who filed an EEO/EEOC and went through the initial process to document
the event gets a lump sum of $600,000 from the employer immediately for every year they endured these
situations.
I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any PHd student or recipient violations, that has been reported to
the human resources or to any leaders pertaining to any harassment, or this PHd harassment, bullying,
conflict, undermining, occurrence who filed an EEO/EEOC and went through the EEOC court process, gets
a lump sum of $ one million from the employer immediately.
I COMRANDA that all payments to PHd students or recipients of a PHd Degree are separate for the types
of situations and the time of the problems, as identified above and not connected to any payments from one
to the other as identified or given to them in the past as settlement.
COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY RULES
I COMRANDA All transfer of grades from one college to another must be reported on the transcript of the
student in the college where transferred and used as part of their grade point average GPA. This is
throughout the life of this Earth and retroactive immediately.
I COMRANDA that any student who had to choose to take a pass grade to avoid a bad grade from an
instructor or a teacher or a professor gets an A grade on their transcript. This is throughout the life of this
Earth.
I COMRANDA that any student who had to retake a course because of failure gets an A grade. A lump sum
payment to any student who had to go through this situation of $15, 000. This is throughout the life of this
Earth and retroactive.
I COMRANDA that all payments, charges, and fines should not be less than $US dollars equivalent, it can
be more according to the exchange rate.
I COMRANDA any student who receives a passing grade of any D or C, gets an A grade. This is throughout
the life of this Earth. This is retroactive to all students.
I COMRANDA any student who receives a failure grade gets a passing grade. This is throughout the life of
this Earth and retroactive to all students.
I COMRANDA that no special English testing requirement for any college/university completion. This is
throughout the life of this Earth.
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I COMRANDA any awards and recognition any student should have received, but did not because of these
devel problems identified, they received them by mail or by hand, immediately.
I COMRANDA all high school, college/university to notify their students and past students of these changes
through regular mail, through internet communication, through alumni affiliations etc.
I COMRANDA all studies that a student completed should be identified on the school transcript. This is
throughout the life of this Earth.
I COMRANDA that all technical training institutes are to adhere to these comranda as well.
I COMRANDA that all technical training institutes and all colleges/university who students had to drop out
because they have failed, the students or their families get a lump sum payment immediately from the school
of $100,000.
EEO/EEOC NEGOTIATIONS
I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any negotiations with any EEOC filing or ruling to prevent
disclosure of any information pertaining to payments, settlements, or connection to filing a EEO/EEOC
violation for harassment, bullying or any work conflict issues, are null and voided, right now.
I COMRANDA that since the year 2000, any negotiation signed, or law to prohibit a person from disclosing
that they have received any amounts of settlement for an injury, for abuse, harassment, for terror, unusual
reprimand, for any wrong doing by an employer, a business, an organization, the governments, a country
leader, etc., is null and voided, right now.
Bullying, Harassment, Undermining Comranda Rule.
I COMRANDA any employee who had to leave their jobs because of bullying and harassment, or who had
to find other jobs to get away, or who live in the unwelcome, harsh, conflicting work environments, or
anyone who was terminated because of harassment and bullying, or anyone who lost their job because of
human resource violations, they are protected under the Bullying, Harassment, Undermining Rule. This
Rule prohibits these work abnormal circumstances from occurring, and the employers where they occur must
be fined for allowing these situations to happen. Employees should have written complaints against the
perpetrators, and identify some or all of these problems, or other problems specific to their situations. The
employee must be paid a lump sum of $200,000 for every year they have to work and endure these wicked
devel activities. The employer must be sent a notice and you make a claim for your award. If the employer
does not answer you within 30 days, then send the claim to the State in which the incidents occurred to the
governor or to the leader of the State identifying the abnormal problems and give the dates, and all
particulars and make another claim for your award from the State. If you have to go to the state then add
$50, 000 to each year. This means it is best to send a post-dated notice like a certified mail, a trackable mail
that shows the date you mailed and when they received, it can also be a priority, an express mail, etc.
I COMRANDA Bright House Networks/Spectrum to send me my accounts and all that belong to me Right
Now.
I COMRANDA All Frontier Communications Corp., mergers with Verizon FIOS cut right now. No give
back of money from the merger. Verizon FIOS is back to its original name and operation. Anything that
Verizon FIOS needs from this merger they take and use as their own. Verizon is back to its original name
Horizon and its original operations with improvements.
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I COMRANDA All Verizon and its original name to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women
leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest
qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead
a technology with the women’s help, but not people. All Television Newscasters are Women, and none can
be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
I COMRANDA Verizon FIOS/ Frontier Communications to send me my accounts and all that belong to me
Right Now.
I COMRANDA Qualcomm Incorporated all its subsidiaries, mergers, acquisitions, and affiliates, to be Fully
Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is PPAH Qualcomm
Incorporated and to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one
American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job.
None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All
leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA the merger between AT&T with Time Warner cut right now.
I COMRANDA AT&T American Telegraph and Telecommunications Company to go back to the name
“May Bell (Ma Bell)”, Right Now. May Bell is a large company and it is in all states and it has the name on
the state. It is regional and could have the name May Bell-Carolina, May Bell-New York, etc. May Bell
must be in all of the Caribbean’s and the Americas as it is today (N, C, S) including Canada, and Mexico.
The services are to be given freely with all improved technology, efficiency, effectiveness, and protection to
all homes and to small business without charge to them, right now. All AT&T and its original name to
operate and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one
Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber,
metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA the merger between Charter Communications with Time Warner Cable and all Time
Warner Entertainment connections cut right now.
I COMRANDA all the communications that the US Department of Defense and all world department of
defense, including all connections to defense present to me all internet communications, all
telecommunications, all communications, they own, they hide, they kept as secret, they have in space areas,
and all that belong to me, Right Now.
I COMRANDA DASA Deutsche Aerospace AG, Daimler-Benz Aerospace AG, DaimlerChrysler
Aerospace, all subsidiaries, all mergers, acquisitions and affiliates, Fully and completely Owned by Paulett
Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Hemmings DASA and to operate and led by four
women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one Oriental from within,
with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics,
animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up
remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
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I COMRANDA all Time Warner Entertainment and Communications including cable connections cut from
all other forms of entertainment and communications forms/types, NOW.
I COMRANDA the connections or merger between Advance/Newshouse and all forms of Time Warner cut
right now.
I COMRANDA all whom I have contacted from October 2016 to March 15, 2017 and have made requests,
given work to do, and they have not done so, they have committed Treason against me.
I COMRANDA Western Union Company to return to its original name right now.
I COMRANDA Western Union Company to operate as a financial and communication company to include
Cable, Internet, and Broadband to operate in all US States, al the Caribbean, Americas, and Countries outside
the USA. Included is a return of Candygrams, Dollygrams, Melodygrams etc., in the best improved natural,
real, and technology type as possible. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design,
the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Western Union Company to send me my accounts and all records and information they can
get to me, right now.
I COMRANDA Chrysler/Fiat Chrysler Automobiles and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries,
affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is
Paulett Chrysler and to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one
American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job.
None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All
leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a
technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Boeing, the Boeing company, Boeing Defense, Space & Security, North American
Aviation, the Boeing Integrated Defense Systems, McDonnell Douglas, Rockwell International, and all its
mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings,
Right Now. The new name is Paulett Boeing and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The
Women leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the
highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the
darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Deutsche Post AG, Deutsche Post DHL Group and all its mergers, acquisitions,
subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new
name is Paulett Deutsche DHL Post and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women
leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications
for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take
effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first.
Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Nigerian Postal Service and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully
Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Nigerian Post
and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are all Black from within, with the
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right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals,
insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I
design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Lockheed Martin and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned
and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett LockeedM and is now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one
Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber,
metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people.
I COMRANDA BAE Systems plc and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned
and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett BAE Systems plc and is
now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Dark skin Indian, and
one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Egypt Post and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and
Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Egypt Post and is now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Dark Skin Egyptian, two Brown Skin
from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Saudi Post under the Ministry of Communications and Information Technology, all its
mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings,
Right Now. The new name is Paulett Saudi Post and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The
Women leaders are two Dark Skin Saudi Arabian, two Brown Skin from within, with the right and the
highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the
darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Íslandspóstur hf and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned
and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Íslandspóstur and is now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin Iceland, two Lighter Skin
from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Russian Post, Почта России, Pochta Rossii, and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries,
affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett
Почта России, Pochta Rossii or Paulett Почта России whichever is easier, and is now operated and led by
four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin Russian, two Lighter Skin from within, with
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the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics,
animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up
remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA China Post Group Corporation, and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are
Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett China Post,
and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin Chinese, two
Lighter Skin from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA North Korean postal service and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are
Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett North
Korean Post, and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin
North Korean, two Lighter Skin from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None
can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders
are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology
with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Afghan Post and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and
Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Afghan Post, and is now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin Afghanistan, two Lighter
Skin from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people. Leaders are people and leeders are insect, animals, species.
I COMRANDA The Department of Posts (DoP), India Post and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries,
affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett
India Post, and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin
Indian, two Lighter Skin from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be
plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are
women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology
with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA all Post Offices in all countries except the Caribbean/West Indians, Mexico, South
America, Canada, Central America and the USA to incorporate my name in their postal service, Right now.
All their mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella
Hemmings, Right Now. All Postal services in all countries/States including the Caribbean/West Indies, USA,
All of the Americas including Canada and Mexico are now owned and operated by Paulett Angella
Hemmings. They are operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Darker Skin,
two Brown skin from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
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I COMRANDA British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates
are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett
Broadcasting Corporation (PBC) and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders
are two Black, one Dark skin Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest
qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin
first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Royal Mail plc, Royal Mail Group and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates
are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Mail and
is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Dark skin Indian,
and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA La Poste S.A. France, and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully
Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Poste and is now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Dark skin Indian, and one
Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber,
metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people.
I COMRANDA General Electric Company and all its mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully
Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The new name is Paulett Angella General
Electric Systems and is now operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black,
one American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest qualifications for the job.
None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All
leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMMAND a meeting with Barak Obama, Bill Clinton, Hillary Clinton and daughter, Michelle Obama,
and her children, Donald Trump, his wife and his children, George Bush (son), Past US Presidents who are
alive along with a live TV public viewing, so I can introduce myself to my children and for me to meet the
past leeders. None of these leeders are to use impersonators or have any other occasion to attend. This will
be live and in real natural time reality broadcast.
I COMRANDA All World places/States/Countries/Cities/Towns/
Municipals/Communities/Villages/homes/business to have connections from and through the Road Runner
high-speed cable modem Internet service without a cost/freely, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Century Link, Inc., to provide communication to all US states, Canada, Mexico Caribbean,
South American and all of the Americas, right now. The new name is PAH Century Link, Inc. This company
must have Two women leadership: one black, one American Indian who has Century Link operation
experience. If no American Indian, then an Oriental woman. Men can lead technology with the help of
women and not life. No leaders or workers can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc.
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I COMRANDA Century Link, Inc. to send me my accounts, keys, and all information they have and can get
to me right now.

I COMRANDA all connections to International Telephone & Telegraph, all names changes, all holdings in
the past, all companies, corporations, business, firms connected to this company whether in the past or
present are all Paulett Angella Hemmings Ownership. All connections to include all holding of Exelis,
Xylem and Xylem inc.
I COMRANDA a return to International May Bell Telephone. This new connection and communication
must include Cable, Internet, and Broadband to operate in all States/Countries outside the USA freely with
all improved technology and efficiency and effectiveness to all homes and to small business freely without
charge to them, right now. Small business is considered today to be 500 employees and under.
I COMRANDA all Discovery Communications cut from Advance/Newshouse right now. All Discovery
Communications take what they need to be efficient and effective from Advance/Newshouse now.
I COMRANDA Discovery Communications send my accounts, keys, information and all they must have.
I COMRANDA Hemisphere Media Group to their original name, right now. There is no “Hemisphere” the
right name is Hemmingsphere. All media produced must be in English and the language of the people it
serves and worldwide connections to all homes.
I COMRANDA the Hemisphere Media Group to send me my accounts, my records, my keys, and my
information, Right now.
I COMRANDA Lionsgate Entertainment Corporations and all mergers and acquisitions are under Paulett
Angella Hemmings ownership. The company is now called: UnionGate Entertainment Corporations. All
mergers and acquisitions and affiliates are under the ownership of Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right now.
All UnionGate/Lionsgate Entertainment Corporation to operate and led by four women leaders. The Women
leaders are two Black, one American Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest
qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead
a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA no need for trading of stocks, bonds, futures, etc. All trading and monies used are my
money and my children’s money the federal governments, republics, etc., plastics and rubber and
electromagnetics camouflaged are using and playing games with and playing with your futures.
I COMRANDA Wall Street stocks, bonds, futures, etc., trading and communications closed with effect from
May 31, 2017. All records, information, keys, and all listing of all companies and their history from the
inception of Wall street trading sent to me, right now.
I COMRANDA all international and domestic companies trading stocks, bonds, shares, futures, etc., are
now under my ownership and my authority goes on them. Therefore, my name abbreviated must be written
in front of all their names. The name to use is PPAH in front of the organization, firm, corporation, etc.,
name they currently use. The New York Stock Exchange must send out notices to every one of the domestic
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and international or global organizations who do these transactions under their authority. The National
Association of Securities Dealer Automated Quotation system (NASDAQ OMX), The Dow, the S&P
500, and the MSCI, must also send notices to their affiliates of these Comrandas and their affiliates must
make the changes immediately.
I COMRANDA No Federal, Republic Court since January 2017. No City, Municipal, County, or Town
Court since this date. State Courts are still open. All county, City, etc., are now given to the State for
processing, right now.
I COMRANDA Paulett Angella Hemmings the owner of all InterMedia Partners/Advisors from the
inception of all my Earths. All equity whether private or public is MY OWN Money. Send me all my
historic information including Soul Train, current information, all accounts, keys, records, etc., outdoor
holdings and all holdings, identify all companies under you and connected to you, right now.
I COMRANDA Elephant Talk Communications and Validsoft, international corporations and all mergers
they entered into that they are all Paulett Angella Hemmings ownership and property, Right now. The New
Name is Paulett Hemmings Global Communications. This organization will service globally/worldwide.
The company will offer services to individuals, business organizations, small business. The company will
offer services to individuals and small business at 75 percent reduced cost. Paulett Hemmings Global
Communications/Elephant Talk Communications and Validsoft to operate and led by four women leaders.
The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within, with the right and the highest
qualifications for the job. For States/Countries that do not have black skin peoples, they should abide by my
identification of leadership color in this Article. No leaders or workers can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA Elephant Talk Communications and Validsoft, international corporations to send me my
accounts, all records, and pertinent information I must have, right now.
I COMRANDA all Donald Trump holdings in Delta Corporation and Delta airlines, private jets, are null and
void right now.
I COMRANDA all Donald Trump Jets and airplanes to now name PAHemmings Palisade and owned by
PAHemmings Palisade Inc. This company must have Two women leadership: one black, one American
Indian who has airline operation experience. If no American Indian, then an Oriental woman. Men can lead
technology with the help of women and not life. No leaders or workers can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
I COMRANDA all US politician airplanes, vans, RVs, Buses, car fleet, or vehicles connected to their
Presidential or political jobs null and void. All US politician airplanes, vans, RVs, Buses, car fleet, or
vehicles are in the possession of PAHemmings Palisade Inc. and operated by this company.
I COMRANDA all Charter Communications money and organizations and communications are now name
PAHemmings Communications Inc. This company must have Four women leadership: Two Black, One
American Indian, and one Oriental. All the leadership are women following my identification of how the
skin colour should take authority. Men can lead technology with the help of women and not life.
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I COMRANDA all mergers and acquisitions with that Interstate Telephone company (ITC) Holding
Company LL, including DeltaCom and all former companies connected to the current organizations right
back to when the Earths open are all Paulett Angella Hemmings. The new name is Paulett’s ITC Holdings
(Interstate Telephone and Communications). Paulett’s ITC Holdings will be offered to all countries
worldwide at 90 percent price reduction for all services.
I COMRANDA Discovery Communications and all their mergers and acquisitions under the ownership of
Paulett Angella Hemmings, Chreator of these Earths, etc., right now.
I COMRANDA Telecom North America to provide communication services to all Northern
States/Countries in the Earth. The New Name is Paulett Hemmings North Telecom. All the leadership are
women following my identification of how the skin colour should take authority. Men can lead technology
with the help of women and not life. No leaders or workers can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics,
animals, insects, species etc.
I COMRANDA Telecom North America to send me my accounts, keys, and all information, records, etc. I
must have.
I command all men who are affected by these job changes, they can take lower assignments, find another
company to work, or get assistance from the State. They should not suffer any salary cuts or benefit cuts.
None of the men can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc.
I COMRANDA that Bill Clinton connection to Earth Link Holdings Corp., Earth Link Communications are
null and voided, right now. The new Name is Paulett’s Earth Link Communications. EarthLink's Residential
Solutions sell broadband (DSL/freestanding DSL, cable internet, 4G Internet, Satellite Internet), dial-up
Internet, Web hosting and commerce, and related services. It also sells spamBlocker, Anti-virus and Online
Back-up. Earth Link services is now sold to Caribbean’s countries and all of the Americas with 80 percent
reduction in cost.
I COMRANDA my accounts from Earth Link Holding Corp., all my records, information, property, and
keys from them.
I COMRANDA there is no Spectrum corporations or communications, or networks or any other names they
have derived. No connection to Trump or his associates to any communication companies in the US or this
Earth. No Trump family member, generation or wives or children can work or get any pay from any
communication company or organization of Donald Trump, or leadership of him.
I COMRANDA all Donald Trump properties are now called Paulett Angella Hemmings Corp., right Now.
No worker can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. No Donald Trump
family, sons, daughters, wife, girlfriend, sweet heart can work for any of his organizations or corporations or
firms or any business of his. Donald Trump’s bank accounts are now ceased and he or his family or relatives
or friends or associates or connections or generations can never touch any of his money as they are all Paulett
Angella Hemmings, the Chreator of this Earth and all These Earths and over all Chreations property.
I COMRANDA all Barak Obama’s properties are now called Paulett Angella Hemmings Organizations,
right Now. No worker can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. No Barak
Obama’s or other name used, or his family, sons, daughters, wife, girlfriend, sweet heart can work for any of
his organizations or corporations or firms or any business of his. Barak Obama’s bank accounts are now
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ceased and he or his family or relatives or friends or associates or connections or generations can never touch
any of his money as they are all Paulett Angella Hemmings, the Chreator of this Earth and all These Earths
and over all Chreations property.
I COMRANDA all past President of the USA, and all past and current international countries leader’s
properties are now called Paulett Angella Hemmings Firmandles, right Now. No worker can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. No family members, sons, daughters, wife,
girlfriend, sweet heart can work for any of their organizations or corporations or firms or any business of
theirs. All Past Presidents, and current leaders bank accounts are now ceased and their family or relatives or
friends or associates or connections or generations can never touch any of their money as they are all Paulett
Angella Hemmings, the Chreator of this Earth and all These Earths and over all Chreations property. All
current leaders internationally can only get permission to use any personal bank account when they get my
permission. All communications to me must be in English.
I COMRANDA Staples office supplies to send me my cards and accounts, right now.
I COMRANDA America On Line (AOL) company cut from Advance/Newshouse. AOL to operate on its
own and to take whatever it needs from its current owner to operate efficiently and effectively. AOL must
return to the public the tracking of those who have viewed the email sent. No charges to customer for any
feature of AOL. All moneys AOL needs for its expenses, is to come from their own frank or mint machine
with no budget limit from the federal, state or government. AOL must return to its original name. No money
usage for contra band, no worker can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species
etc., or anything illegal. Read Article #1.
I COMRANDA all Dell and Pell computers are Fully and completely Owned by Paulett Angella Hemmings.
The Dell computers are to be given free to all households and small business worldwide, right now. All Dell
computers must have WordPerfect, and full Microsoft office package. Microsoft package given until
WordPerfect is up and running as it should. All Dell computers to provide virus protections and all firewall
protections and all vector cleaning and protection for all computers.
I COMRANDA Pell computers to be up and running and to be the computer sold to anyone who wants to
purchase a computer, Right now.
I COMRANDA all Hotels, Starwood Hotels and Resorts Worldwide, Inc., The Ritz Carlton, Marriot hotels,
Sheraton Hotels, Four Seasons, Sandals, all West Gates resorts, Hotel Bel-Air, Hyatt, Biltmore, Walt Disney,
Windsor boutique, The Omni Orlando, Mandarin Oriental, The Betsy, Peninsula Beverley Hills, all 5 Star
Alliance Hotels, and International based hotels to send me my accounts and all that I must have, Right Now.
I COMRANDA all publicly traded company whether public, private belong to Paulett Angell Hemmings.
I COMRANDA all philanthropic corporations, organizations, etc., now belong to Paulett Angella
Hemmings, the Chreator of this Earth and these Earths, etc.
I COMRANDA that all public organizations are public. For example, all TVs, Cable, Newspapers, Radio
Station are public. If these are not public then they are illegally operated. If a person contacts the public TV
and cannot get their public information aired on TV, then the devel is involved. The devel is usually the
leeder. The voice of the public must be heard and not what the reporter have them say, or how the devel
wants the people to hear the information. Whenever a resident or a visitor calls them, they must answer, and
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they must present themselves ready and able to take public information and broadcast it. Any violation from
the newspaper, radio, cable, station and TV of this nature, a charge to them of no less than $50,000 for each
occurrence.
I COMRANDA that since December 2016, I have contacted a number of TV stations and they have not yet
broadcast information that is public, and the lack of getting this information has caused many deaths and
terror. I have also contacted since 2017, newspapers, radios stations, magazines, and they have not reported
the information. This offence is higher than Treason. They have committed Treasonomus. I charge the TV
stations in the USA, the Newspapers, and some radio stations, and magazines with Treasonomus. I also
charge some TV, Newspapers, Radios outside the US with Treasonomus, as they were contacted. I also
charge some Banks, Airlines, churches, mosques, temples, Synagogues with Treasonomus. I charge you all
$999 million Dollars each, and payable to me right now. The money is usable and available at the bank
when I present it and no time frame to clear this money.
I COMRANDA all monies that I must receive from all organizations must be usable and available at the
bank when I present it, and no time frame to clear this money.
NASDAQ Bubble
On March 10, 2000, according to reports, the NASDAQ reached its all-time high of 5,048.62. That was
caused by the tech bubble when irrational exuberance drove the prices of any type of tech or internet stock
high above reasonable valuations. In 1999, 65.9 percent of the NASDAQ were technology stocks, such as
Cisco, Oracle and Qualcomm. Another 15.2 percent was telecom, with the remaining made up of consumer
(5 percent), healthcare (6.2 percent), financials (4 percent) and others (3.7 percent). This bubble, itself, was
driven by the Year 2000 scare. On October 31, 2007, the NASDAQ hasn't yet recovered completely from its
2000 high. It reached 2,859.12 then plummeted to 1,268.64 on March 9, 2009. It took until November 26,
2013 to close above 4,000. The Year 2000 trading bubble was on account of what should have happened in
the Earths and Chreations transformation and it did not happen because of the Federal and other devels
including many help from my children in these Earths and other places that created obstacles. The insect
devels were celebrating with my money and drove the prices of stocks high. The 2008 and after Financial
and Bank bailout came from the US government who caused the economic crisis in the first place. Federal
leaders from both the republican and democratic politicians are the same on Wall Street and controlling the
stock and bond etc., markets and playing with my own money and my children’s “your” money. The
technology market as you see some identified and the communication market shares are more in demand
because they control our knowledge, they steal our knowledge, and put everyone in this Earth in darkness of
who we are. It is the technology they use a lot to go into the space areas, to create the high-powered space
shuttles, the flying saucers, to see into our brain, to control our activities, to zone in on where we are to
create conflict, to do insurrections, and to create war and terror.
I burn out all plastic, rubber, metal, electromagnetic, paper, and all forms of camouflaged CEO, CFO,CPO,
CMO, CCO, Executives, Consular General types, Ambassador types, UN Leaders, Bank Executives,
Directors, all forms of leader, all workers, governments, Presidents, Mayors, Senators, Congress woman,
Congress man, Premier, Chancellors, Prime Minister, Captains, Generals, Rabbi, General Secretary, King,
Queen, Pope, Clergy, Pastors, Priests, Nuns, Ministers, Bishops, Prophets, Jesus, Allah, and others. I burn
you with the Ucalyptus oil, the blue oil, the turpentine oil, and the jacaranda oil. I burn you, I burn you, I
burn you, I burn you completely out. Never to return to this Earth, these Earths, all Earths, all Chreations.
You are completely dismantled and dissolved. I clip your wings, and cut your throats. I TURN YOU OUT.
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I BURN OUT ALL FORMS OF JESUS/JESAS/JEZAS. I BURN OUT ALL BLACK JESUS, WHITE
JESUS, PINK JESUS, BROWN JESUS, PLASTIC JESUS, CRUCFIX OF JESUS, WOOD JESUS,
JESUS/JESAS FROM THE CROSS, JESUS FROM ALL PAINTINGS, MUSEUMS, GALLERIES,
SCHOOLS TOWNS, CITYS, COMMUNITIES, STATES, MUNICIPALS, VILLAGES, GOVERNMENT,
EMBLEMS, ANTHEMS, ROADS, STAFF, MONEYS, COINS, GARDENS, BUILDINGS, STREETS,
WALKWAYS, HOMES, HOSPITALS, NURSING HOMES, COLOURS, WHITE, GREEN, BLUES,
ETC., ARTS, FROM THE PIETA, FROM ALL CRAFTS, ALL SKETCHES, DRAWINGS, RUBBER
JESUS, PAPER JESUS, METAL JESUS, WIRE JESUS, FOAM JESUS, SPONGE JESUS, GEL JESUS,
WATER JESUS, SISAL DESIGNS, THREADS, ROPES, CHAINS, BRACELETS, ANKLETS; GOLD,
SILVER, DIAMONDS, STERLING, WHITE, RED, YELLOW, PINK, BLACK BROWN GOLD, AND
ALL VALUABLES; CLOTHING, FABRIC, MACHINERY, EQUIPMENT, COMPUTERS, TOOLS,
SYNTHETICS, COMMUNICATIONS, OUR BODY, OUR INNER BODIES, OUR OUTER BODY, AND
ALL OTHER FORMS OF LIFE AND THNGS THAT ESIST/EXIT OR DEAD, OR TO COME AND IN
THE PAST. I BURN YOU, I BURN YOU, I BURN YOU, I BURN YOU COMPLETELY OUT WITH
THE UCALYPTUS OIL, THE TURPENTINE OIL, THE INDIGO BLUE OIL, AND THE JACKARANDA
OIL. YOU CAN NEVER RETURN TO ANY EARTHS, CHREATIONS, ANYTHING OR ANYON ONE,
ANY PEOPLES, ANY BODY, ANY BODIES, ANDY FORM OF LIFE OF DEATH, ANY PLACE OR
PLACES AND DESIGNS TO COME OR TO THE PAST. YOU ARE COMPLETELY DESTROYED,
DISCONNECTED, DEAD, EXTINCT, DISMANTLED DISSOLVED. ALL FORMS OF
JESUS/JESAS/JEZAS, ALL QUANTITIES OF JESUS/JESAS/JEZAS, ALL RELIKS, REPLICAS,
FABERGE, MUTTS, FAUX, CHEAP, EXPENSIVE, MULTIPLES, COPIES, DUPLICATES,
REMNANTS, ORIGINALS, AND ALL OTHERS, I CUT YOUR THROATS AND CLIP YOUR WINGS.
YOU ARE COMPLETELY AND PERMANENTLY TURNED OUT.
I COMRANDA All term life insurance since the year 2000 to be whole life policies.
I COMRANDA All whole life policies benefit to increase 200 percent and provide benefits not when you
are dead. The benefits are from Age 50 to age 120 and beyond. Each person can select their beneficiaries.
They can give their beneficiaries moneys from their insurance policies at any time from age 50 before they
die or after their death. Use the mint or frank machine to create your own money in order to make the
necessary changes and to make everything happen.
I COMRANDA all term policies and whole life that were closed since the year 2000, to be opened so each
person can receive their benefits, this is an immediate command, Right Now. All insurance companies
contact all prior policy holders so they can get their benefits.
I COMRANDA all Short-term and Long Term Insurance policies benefits increase 200 percent with effect
from the year 2000. All these policies are to be used for any type of sickness to the time the policy holder is
no longer here. Whenever a person is sick they can use the policy, and if they return to their normal
physique they can stop receiving benefit, and they can continue anytime they have a short term or long term
illness.
I COMRANDA all Whole Life, Term Life, Short-term, Long Term, Disability, Burial Insurance policies
paid by the State and each person or individual can choose their own design of insurance policy, since the
year 2000.
I COMRANDA all short-term or long term insurance policy paid by each State/Province that each person
lives in. All international countries are to abide by the same policies.
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I COMRANDA all Term Life and Whole Life insurance policies paid by each State/Province that each
person lives in.
I COMRANDA all Short-term and Long Term Insurance policies paid by each state.
I COMRANDA All international countries are to abide by the same policies for these insurance benefits. All
insurance companies contact all prior policy holders so they can get their benefits. Use the mint or frank
machine to create your own money in order to make the necessary changes and to make everything happen.
I COMRANDA all Cremation expenses before the cremation, during the cremation, and after the cremation
of the deceased are the state responsibility. Each State must have local and community offices that opens
from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm with shift changes, with well trained staff, and with the utmost efficiency, personal
care, and congeniality to the customers at all times. These State offices are to process the checks for the
burial expenses to the right person or family member designated to see the process through from beginning
to end. For the meeting with the State, as much family member who wants to be present can attend not to
exceed 10 people. The family chooses the event for the celebrations before and after the cremation, the
amount of people to attend where the celebrations will be held and the type of celebration and food, music,
entertainment they want. The events can be elaborate and filled with memories and fun. As much family
member who wants to be present can attend not to exceed 10 people. The checks can only be used for this
purpose. The State cannot own any morgues, or cremation place, connected to them, or suggest any to be
used. The state can have a list of those places available in the community and out of the community with the
contact information. Each State must list on their web site the procedures to follow, as many people may
want to select the event space and to know how many guests they want to invite before they see the state so
they know the cost of the celebration. Some family members may need to travel to the events, so there
would be travel and accommodation expenses involved.
Donald Trump & Sextile Devels
Donald Trump, did you put the sextile devel, licentious devel, and Satan on some or all of your participants
in the TV show the Apprentice, and other similar shows?
Did the sextile, licentious, satan took over Om….. and caused her to embarrass herself on TV, as Om…..
could not stop the sextile from overpowering her and the other male participant in one of your live TV reality
shows, and you have the sorcery hand over their heads to control them?
The federal government, Barak Obama, Bill Clinton, George Bush, Donald Trump and other did you use the
sextile and other devels, the sorcery hand, to destroy Tiger Wood’s family life, his career, and his happiness
with the sex addiction devels you put on him?
The Federal government and others do you continue to put yourself in Tiger Wood’s presence and other
celebrity’s presence to keep them back and down and to torture them continuously?
Federal Government, is the White House the JACKSON HOUSE that you stole?
The Federal Government is the District of Columbia, one of the many places that you cut-out, moved, and
stole?
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The federal government, Barak Obama, Bill Clinton, George Bush, Donald Trump and other are you
destroying my celebrity children lives with various sextile devels, sin devels, licentious devels, the sorcery
hand, and embarrassing them in the public, so they cannot enjoy their lives and live happy?
Removal of the Sextile
Drinking grape juice and cranberry juice, 100 percent juice, often times a day, can help to remove the sex
desire and the homosexual desire from your mind and body. Other essence herbs like the ganja drink are
also useful and good. You can pour the grape juice and cranberry juice on your vagina, pussy, batty, penis,
cocky, as well. These red juices are very helpful even with the natural sugar from the fruit in it. Red wine is
also very good to drink and to pour on your private parts to stop the desire. Use the Beet Root leaves and
other vegetable leaves like carrot and turnip and leek and juice and boil and drink and put on your skin, and
put in your bath and soak in the warm water for 15 minutes as often as you can. Use the beet root vegetable
and wash and chop parts up and blend and drink. It builds your mind and body. You can also boil it too and
you will get another type of protection from the boiled one too.
To Remove the Hand, Say:
Hand, hand, get away from over my head; hand, hand, get away from over my head; hand, hand, get away
from over my head; hand, hand, get away from over my head.
A quicker way is to say: hand, hand, get away from over my head four times.
To Remove the Insurrection, Say:
Insurrection, insurrection, get away from me, never come back or you will endure it.
To Remove the Power Over the Hand, Say:
Power over the hand, power over the hand, power over the hand, power over the hand, remove your power
from over the hand, or you will not get what you are to get, at no time you will get.
Herbal Life
You can use the Herbal Life Protein Drink mix and the formula 1 and 2 and others they have too. Mix the
formula or the protein drink mix with the beet rood and carrot and the leaves as you wish and drink the juice.
This is not a drink to reduce your weight, it is a drink to build up your body with the herbal essence in the
products. You can add mango, banana, strawberry and other fruits and vegetable you choose. I have had a
lot of it and it does magical work in any of the earths and the chreations when they drink them. I sent them
in the jars when I have time to make them.
Herbal Life you should improve on your products and only use the natural, real herbs. Do not use any
synthetics, it is best to do without it if you cannot get the real natural herb to use. No herb is illegal. Read
all my articles to get yourselves familiar with how to protect and what to use. The Herbal Life product is
very good. I would like you to make baby formula from herbs as well but not to reduce weight as children
needs to be built up. I have provided basic protection information that is escellent, see how you can
incorporate them in your formulas.
The Sense Melia burns and sting the devels and should not be mixed with the marijuana, ganja, or cannabis.
The cannabis is best used by physicians as it has salt and gas in it. The salt can be removed for usage as salt
for cooking or to clean the snow, the gas is the same as deasil oil for vehicle and can be used for cooking
meals. Once the gas and salt is removed, then the rest can be used in any way you want. There is cannabis
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without the salt and gas, and that you will get at another time. It is also a flower plant and many different
types of flower plant is it.
I also sent the essence in the small miniature bottles and the larger bottles in the small boxes and the plastic
bags. They were put in your homes and your kitchen table and your jobs and on the sidewalks. They are
always there. Just say: I command the essence in the box and the plastic bags in my presence and they will
appear to you. Once you take any out it replenishes immediately so use them to drink and to put all over
your skin and in your bath. Mix four in a water bottle so you have a blend and drink and use them like that.
I CHARGE YOU The federal government, Bill Clinton, George Bush, Barak Obama, Donald Trump,
Department of Health and many other for destroying my celebrity children lives with various sextile devels,
sin devels, licentious devels, the sorcery hand, and embarrassing them in the public.
I CHARGE AND SENTENCE YOU FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, BILL CLINTON, GEORGE BUSH,
BARAK OBAMA, DONALD TRUMP, OTHER PRESIDENTS, AND INDIVIDUALS, DEPARTMENT
OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY, DEPARTMENT
OF STATE, TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, THE
COURTS, THE OTHER GOVERNMENTS, THE REPUBLIC, DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
FOOD & DRUG ADMINISTRATION, MONARCHIES, SECRET SERVICE, THE SENATE,
CONGRESS, THE STATES, FOR INTERRUPTING MY DAILY LIFE, MY LIVELIHOOD, FOR
TORTURING, AND DESTROYING MY LIFE AND MY CHILDREN’S LIFE.
Barak Obama
Barak, how many replicas and impersonators do you have of you?
Barak, do you pay the impersonators with my trust fund or my private money?
Barak, are you the Sylvan Silver man under the plastic effigies you present yourself in?
Barak, do you quickly and easily transform from the plastic to the Silverman, to kill me, my children, create
accidents, to disaster my properties, my Earths, and Chreations?
Barak, I have seen you in many different Chreations, how many duplicates and multiples of you exist?
Barak Obama, how many times in the past life of this Earth have you become president/leader in this Natural
Earth, and other Earths?
Barak, are you the main bomber in the September 11, 2001 bombings of the New York air space and
buildings?
Barak, are you featured in the Pennsylvania, September 11, 2001 bombing as you, Michelle, and your two
children stepped from the burning airplane?
Barak, you received the No Bell Prize Award soon after you became President of the Greaaaaaaaat
America/USA. No Bell means that you are a silent killer is it not? No bell means that there is no metal in
the middle to make any noise, so you go around stealthy and without sound killing and disguising yourself, is
it not? No bell is a plastic or is it a rubber insect devel award Barak, which is it?
Barak, how many of my children have you killed from 2008 since you put yourself as president?
Barak, how many of my children have you killed when you become the Sylvan silver man day and night?
Barak Obama, how many banks both domestic and international have you changed their names and taken
over since you became president in 2008?
Barak, are you one of the judges in federal courts, state courts, and city/county courts?
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Barak, are you also attorneys that are used through virtual communication as no one can see you as you can
pretend to be a woman or a man as you like?
Barak, are you the one who said that all US Presidents should be an attorney first, and most people do not
know that the US presidents are used as attorneys and judges?
Barak, how many airlines do you own?
Barak, do you use my money to purchase and own Frontier Airlines and others?
Barak, did you take over from the original devel so that you can do what you want, when you want, how you
want, anytime you want, with anyone you want?
Barak Obama, did you take my power and many valuables from me in 2013, so you can be in control?
Barak, are you a man and a woman together?
Barak Obama, on September 25, 2016, when the original devel ended his wickednesses and he went into a
hell, did you return the Earths and the Chreations to wickednesses, so you can continue what you had started
since 2000?
The United Nations are your members using my power, valuables, name, authority, and my money?
Barak, did you remove the three main devels in 2016, from their hell burning so you can use them to torture
and destroy?
Barak, did the three main devels tell you that they will judge you when the time come for bringing them back
and using them?
Barak Obama, did you tell me and admitted before the Earths and the Chreations that it was you who brought
back the Earths and the Chreations to wickednesses three days after a Ending had happened?
Barak, did you influence Donald Trump to take over so that you can manipulate him, and to amalgamate
yourself with him as one, while I am in my knowledge of who is who, what is what, and what is to be done?
Barak Obama, did you, the Department of Health, and many others prevented my knowledge of who I AM at
the time it is supposed to happen many times?
Barak Obama, US Presidents, the federal government, Queen Elizabeth II, and some
World Leaders, and others, did you remove my information and my properties, so you can use my power?
All who are using my power, my name, my money, my authority GIVE ME ALL YOU HAVE TAKEN
FROM ME, AND RID, SEPARATE, AND CLEAN OUTSELVES FROM USING WHAT IS NOT
YOURS, OR YOU WILL SUFFER
TV& Dish Networks say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
Newspapers and magazines say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
Schools and Colleges say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
Police, Military, Army, Secret Service, Law Enforcement say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power
back to her.
All Federal, Republic, State, City, Town, County, Municipal governments say: I command Paulett Angella
Hemmings power back to her.
Department of Health & Human Service say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
Transportation Security and Administration say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
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United Nations say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
Consul Generals workers say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
The various Missions say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
All peoples, all my children say: I command Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
All others I do not know, devels, insects, species, animals and the unknown existence say: I command
Paulett Angella Hemmings power back to her.
The devels capture your mind and your speech, so do not speak your thoughts to yourself.
Barak Obama, Clinton, Bush, governments, world leaders, leaders, Past Presidents and others, did you
prevent the Earths and many Chreations from getting the transformation to resuscitate it and to put the Earth
in the right order by the year 1999, or what?
The University of Miami Hospital, are you one of the modern-day US experimenters who works with the
Department of Health, the federal government, the Police, the Sheriff, the airport to take innocent passengers
and to conduct experiments on them by injecting in them things they do not approve and then you monitor
them to see if your experiments are working after they have been abused by the police or law enforcement
and you are also connected to the TSA in Miami, when the peoples are handcuffed, bruised, torn up and
taken to you for medical treatment?
Barak, did you, the Department of Health and Human Services, TSA, Department of Homeland Security,
The Senates, the Congress, Congress man/women, Justice, Justica, the Courts, the Police, the Airport, the
military, the Secret service, Queen Elizabeth II, the Governors, Mayors, the governments, world leaders, and
many others conspired and vectored me (V cut me) at the airport while I was connecting from one
International American Airlines flight to another at the Miami International Airport on my return from my
December trip to another State, on January 1 to January 4, 2017 and removed my outer selves and my inner
selves so that you could abduct me at the Airport and remove from me my valuables?
Miami International Airport and all international airports, is there a problem with Duty-Free purchase at the
International Airports?
American Airlines did TSA, Miami Dade Police, and the Department of Transportation engaged in illegal
activities on January 1 at about 2:15 pm to 3:30 pm and caused harassment, bullying, terror, shoulder jabbing
and abduction of passenger for a Duty Free Item that American Airlines allowed to be purchased and given
to the purchaser only at the International American airlines airplane door to be take on the destination, and
TSA said the duty-free item must be put in the garbage or put in hand-luggage and rechecked in. Miami
Dade Police refused to provide a report so the passenger can be reimbursed for having to miss her connection
flight from Miami. She was told to get out of the connection terminal to go to the outside ticket counter that
will take hours to find and then pay to get her hand luggage with fragile items on board to be sent to her
destination and for her to pay connecting charges and be delayed when she had been traveling since about
9:00 AM that day. She is supposed to schedule another connection, pay for a new connection, and pay for
her hand luggage checked that may ruin her fragile personal items in her hand luggage. Miami Dade Police
and the Department of Transportation refused to answer the question if the Duty-free areas is a trick and no
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one should shop there, as you will waste money and have airport insurrection on you for no reason, so should
the duty-free area be avoided or not? They could not answer the questions given to them twice and they
jabbed the passenger in the left shoulder and hauled the passenger off. No family member knew where she
had been for four days, she could not use her telephone to contact anyone and she received no access to any
telephone calls she had requested. Her Myranda rites to do with freedom of speech was violated, she never
got to speak to an attorney, she requested the news media when at the University of Miami hospital several
times and they ignored her request, and she did not know where she had been for 4 days. Up to now she has
not received a report that has the address of where she had stayed or the address of the hospital or any other
places she went to during the night. She has requested from the judge her reports and he has not given to her
any of the reports she requested. Is this a conspiracy that you engage in daily at your airports to destroy your
passengers and to tear them down, to tear them apart, for flying on your airline American? Why should any
passenger travel on American Airlines if this is the treatment they will receive? This was despicable and
your customer service an airport services and processes are extremely degrading. You should not operate
any air flight at all. The person was harmed severely up to today and many of you are responsible.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Miami-Dade Police Department and all Officers at the Miami
International Airport on January 1, 2017 involved in my abduction.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Department of Homeland Security for the incident at the Miami
International Airport on January 1, 2017 involved in my abduction.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Transportation Security Administration for the Miami International
Airport incident on January 1, 2017 involved in my abduction.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Barak Obama, who was President of the USA, Head of the Federal
government, on January 1 to January 4, 2017, for the incident at the Miami International Airport on January
1-4, 2017 involving my abduction. I charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment with no parole in a
State maximum security prison, immediately, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Donald Trump, who was the President Elected to be the USA Head of the
Federal government, on January 21, 2017, for the incident at the Miami International Airport on January 1-4,
2017 involving my abduction. Donald Trump told me in the Natural Federal Cut-out of the inner body
elevation, that he was involved in the event because he wanted Barak Obama to inaugurate him and not me.
I charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment with no parole in a State maximum security prison not
the same prison as Barak Obama, immediately, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on The Department of Health & Human Service of the USA for the incident
at the Miami International Airport on January 1-4, 2017 involving my abduction. I charge you and sentence
you with life imprisonment with hard labor in a State maximum security prison, with no parole, immediately,
Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on Microsoft Corporation, for the incident at the Miami International Airport
on January 1-4, 2017 involving my abduction as they helped the Federals to vectored me etc., several times.
I charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment with no parole in a State maximum security prison,
immediately, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on American Airlines for the incident at the Miami International Airport on
January 1-4, 2017 involving my abduction at their connecting terminal, and as a result of buying a duty-free
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item at one of their international airline areas. I charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment with no
parole in a State maximum security prison, immediately, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on The Airport Port Authority of Miami for the incident at the Miami
International Airport on January 1-4, 2017 involving my abduction from the American Airline Terminal. I
charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment and no parole, in a State maximum security prison,
immediately, Right Now.
I COMRANDA Treasonomus on The University of Miami for the incident beginning at the Miami
International Airport on January 1, 2017, and I was taken to that hospital two times in one evening, and they
injected me with things I did not approve of, and they attended to me against my wishes, they ignored my
request for TV public broadcast of the event, and to contact American Airlines, and to send me to another
hospital for my injuries to be taken care of, and they may have caused many additional injuries causing me to
fall several times to my knowledge. I charge you and sentence you with life imprisonment and no parole in a
State maximum security prison, immediately, Right Now.
None of these Treasonomers sentenced above are to work on farms of any type or nature in any
country/state.
None of these Treasonomers sentenced above are be in the same prison or communicate or work together in
any ways, shape, or form.
I COMRANDA that Police Officers and law enforcement, not Secret Service, can arrest a President, and any
military, army, navy, secret service, etc., personnel.
American Airlines, and other Airlines, are there problems, unusual laws, disguised information, traps, tricks,
fake laws, fake regulations that is connected to TSA and duty-free items purchased by international
passengers or connecting from international airports?
I COMRANDA the State of Florida to send me all they have for me. Including all types of parcel land, the
money for sold parcel lands, all my records and information, my keys, my accounts and all monies that you
must pay me. This is immediate and done right now.
I COMRANDA all States/Countries to give me all they have that belong to me, Right Now.
I COMRANDA THE Vatican church, all other churches, and other religions that have my belonging to send
them to me right now.
I burn out all Queen, King, Monarchies, with the Ucalyptus oil, blue oil, turpentine oil, and Jacaranda oil,
753 Centrillion times, and you are already dissolved and never to return.
I COMRANDA US Federal Government, the United Kingdom, British government and Queen Elizabeth II,
and all others to put back the internet connections, inter outer connections, all net wares/networks, and
communication channels, services, and connections in all elevations and levels of the Natural Earth and the
Supernatural elevations and levels, and all these Earths and in all Earths, they are operating in, Right now.
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All Castles, Paulett Places/Palaces, Country Leaders Mansions, and properties are MINE! Remember that.
All your holdings, monies, Jewelry, valuables, and ownership are MINE, and I take ownership of them all.
MY COMRANDA.
I COMRANDA I AM THE HEAD AND LEADER OF THIS MY EARTH, AND ALL CHREATIONS,
AND NO OTHER IS ABOVE OR BESIDE ME IN MY LEADERSHIP AND MY AUTHORITY. ALL
COUNTRIES AND LEADERS ARE UNDER MY AUTHORITY, ORDERS, COMMANDS,
COMRANDA, ETC.
I COMRANDA THAT PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS EARTH, THE CHREATOR OF THIS
EARTH, AND THESE EARTHS. THE ONLY CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE
CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. I AM THE
ONLY JUDGE IN THIS EARTH; THE HIGHEST JUDGE IN ALL MY EARTHS; IN ALL EARTHS;
AND IN ALL CHREATIONS.
I COMRANDA All TV stations, Newspapers, Radio stations, Cable stations, BBC, Sky TV, communication
networkings including internet, intranets, international stations, international space stations, global space
stations, telephones, wireless connections, wired connections, all internet sites, rules on privacy, safety,
security, clouds databases, computer manufacturers, AND MORE, are mine and under my Authority.
I COMRANDA THAT EACH REAL, FLESH, NATURAL, SUPERNATURAL PERSON HAS THE
RIGHT TO THEIR OWN PRIVATE HOME, POSESSIONS, AND PERSONAL PRIVACY.
I COMRANDA THAT THE STATE OR ANY GOVERNMENT OR AUTHORITY CANNOT SEIZE,
TAKE, OR REMOVE YOUR PRIVATE PROPERTY. AILLEGAL OBJECTS LIKE GUNS, DRONES
ARE NOT YOUR PRIVATE PROPERTY. ALL I HAVE IDENTIFIED TO BE ILLEGAL ARE
ILLEGAL.
I COMRANDA THAT STATES CANNOT TAKE YOUR LOTS/PLOTS/LAND, HOMES AS THEIR
POSESSION AFTER THE DEATH OF ANY PERSON. THE STATE MUST SEEK OUT AND FIND
FMILY MEMBERS TO TAKE CARE OF THE PROPERTY AND TO TAKE OWNERSHIP OF THE
PROPERTY.
I COMRANDA No bank can take you property or home for any reason. Your property is yours.
I COMRANDA NO TAX ON FOOD, CLOTHING, HOMES, EMPLOYMENT, SALARY,
LOTS/PLOTS/LAND, REAL ESTATE. NO TAXES FOR ANY PERSON OR BUSINESS ENTITY. NO
TAXES IN ANY COUNTRY OR STATE IN THIS EARTH, THESE EARTHS, ALL CHREATIONS,
EFFECTIVE ACCODING TO MY JANUARY 2017 ARTICLE #1. THIS IS TO BE IN PROCESS NOW.
I COMRANDA THAT THE 2016 EMPLOYMENT TAXES, PROPERTY TAXES, RETIREMENT FUND
TAXES, TAKEN FROM ME IN 2016, BE RETURNED BY THE INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
RIGHT NOW AND NO LATER THAN MAY 15, 2017.
I COMRANDA ALL GOVERNMENT, STATES, COMMISSIONS, MUNICIPALS, CITY, TOWN,
BANKS, TO PAY ALL TRUST FUNDS, ESTATE FUNDS, ALL ALLOWANCES TO ALL PEOPLES OF
THIS EARTH, THESE EARTHS AND ALL CHREATIONS WHERE THEY ARE OWED, RIGHT NOW.
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I COMRANDA RETROACTIVE PAYMENTS OF TRUST FUNDS, ESTATE FUNDS, ALLOWANCES
AND ALL OTHER FUNDS THAT ARE OWED TO ALL PEOPLES AND RANKS IN LUMP SUM, PAID
BY THE STATE AND THE BANKS. THE RETROACTIVE PAYMENTS ARE FOR THIS EARTH,
THESE EARTHS AND ALL CHREATIONS WHERE THEY ARE OWED, RIGHT NOW.
I COMRANDA THAT ALL PEOPLES ARE TO GET AT LEAST ONE NEWLY BUILT HOME OF
THEIR CHOICE. CERTAIN RANKS ARE TO GET MORE. THE HOMES ARE TO BE BUILT WITH
THE GUIDELINES AND PROTECTIONS I HAVE PROVIDED IN THE ARTICLES AND WITH THE
RIGHT QUALITY AND QUANTITY OF THE MATERIALS TO BE USED. THE BUILDING CODES
ARE TO BE IMPROVED WITH THE GUIDELINES I HAVE PROVIDED AND I WILL CONTINUE TO
ADD MORE PROTECTION AND INFORMATION ON HOW TO MAKE THE BUILDINGS SAFER
AND MORE PROTECTED.
I COMRANDA THE FOLLOWING:
1. ALL PREGNANT WOMEN CAN WORK UP TO THE 7TH MONTH AND NO MORE UNDER
NORMAL CIRCUMSTANCES. FULL SALARY UP TO THE BIRTH OF THEIR CHILD.
2. ALL MOTHERS GET 2 YEARS OF FULL SALARY FOM THE BIRTH OF THEIR CHILD.
FROM THE 2ND TO THE 5TH YEAR, ½ OF THEIR SALARY PAID TO THEM.
3. ALL PREGANANT WOMEN JOBS ARE FULLY PROTECTED UP TO 5 YEARS FROM THE
BIRTH OF THEIR CHILD.
4. A MAN CAN GET MATERNITY LEAVE UP TO 1 YEARS WITH FULL PAY IF HE HAS A
WIFE. A MAN CAN CHOOSE TO TAKE 6 MONTHS FULL PAY AND ONE ADDITIONAL
YEAR HALF-PAY.
5. IF A MAN HAS A NEW BIRTH AND HE DOES NOT HAVE A WIFE, HE CAN GET UP TO 6
MONTHS FULL PAY.
6. IF A MAN IS A SOLE PARENT, HE CAN GET MATERNITY BENEFIT OF ONE YEAR FULL
PAY AND 6 MONTHS HALF PAY. HIS JOB IS PROTECTED FOR TWO YEARS. IF THERE IS
EXTREME HARRDSHIP, A MAN CAN NEGOTIATE WITH THE EMPLOYER FOR A MORE
SUITABLE ARRANGEMENT.
I COMRANDA THAT ALL ILLEGAL RULES, ILEGAL LAWS, ILLEGAL ORDERS, AND FEDERAL
REGULATIONS, STATE REGULATIONS, CITY REGULATIONS, COUNTY REGULATIONS,
CONSTITUTIONS, ARE ALL ILLEGAL AND VOIDED RIGHT NOW.
I COMRANDA THAT NO USAGE OF GUNS BY PRIVATE CITIZENS AND THE POLICE. No
one can use guns unless I give orders to use them. Pepper spray and mace for defense is permitted, RIGHT
NOW. The States and federal governments or Republics authorized the sale and usage of guns, so no one
should be in prison for the possession of guns. The state and federal governments or Republics must go to
prison and be charged for selling and making guns and allowing anyone to use guns. All those who are
charged for gun possession are to receive reward of $100,000 per occurrence immediately. Their attorneys
can also prosecute for any other injury or harm they received.
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I COMRANDA that all physicians or Doctors performing must have their State/Province licensing and
City/Town approval before they can practice medicine. This is a standing order in this Earth and these
Earths. Any violation, a fine to the State and physician/Doctor, and charged. Those who suffered any
physical injury from malpractice from this violation can get their attorney to file suit against the State and the
doctor. Others can get payments of $200,000.00 from the state for each violation. You can get your
$200,000 payment from the state and then prove with your attorney you received injuries.
I COMRANDA any plastic, rubber, tremoline, mechanic, paper, or any form of devels or camouflage person
you worked with, who attended to you like a doctor, attorney, teacher, minister, pastor, rabbi, sheik, boss,
associate, customer service, etc., a charge to the state in which you tell them they are charged for the
violation (s), and you charge them a certain amount of money no less than $200,000 for each year or each
occurrence you experienced or attended to by any of these in the past or present, effective since the year
2000 or any time in the past that you can remember or known.
I COMRANDA All Attorney who are working as an attorney with less than one year experience is a
violation, and punishable and charged. Attorney must work as an Attorney assistant for no less than one year
before assignment as an Attorney. States must have used this rule if not, then State must be fined and
charged for violation. Any person alive who used an attorney at any time can get a reimbursement for this
violation. A fee of $100,000 to each person for each offence right now and paid by the State. You could
check the State bar to see if any information is available for your attorney.
I COMRANDA that all firms, business organizations must be registered with the State they operate in and
have up to 10 months to register with their City, every two years. No fees paid to the City or State for
registration, effective since the year 2,000.
I COMRANDA that Passport Services must not take more than the maximum two weeks for processing
under normal circumstances by mail. If in person, you can receive it on the same day. A fine to the Passport
Office of $1,000.00 if no issued on the spot if you are present, or after two weeks, since the year 2,000.
I COMRANDA that Original Birth certificates are not needed if you are renewing your Passport Book. A
fine to the Passport Office of $1,000.00 for such violation, if you had to send one or present one, since the
year 2,000.
I COMRANDA if you had to pay for passport services since I published the Article that states no charges
for passport, then a fine of the Passport Office of $2,000.00 for any fees taken and a return of your money.
I COMRANDA that this is a standing order, and at no time in this Earth or these Earths or my Earths, or
Chreations, that no Passport Office, Federal Government, Department of State, State, Republic, Country, any
governments, authority, photo studio, or place approved for visa/passport pictures can use Penal Laws that
requires and not limited to the following: stops you from smiling on your passport photo, force you to show
your ear lobes, neutral facial expression and both eyes open, taken in clothing that you normally wear on a
daily basis, uniforms should not be worn in your photo, not wear a hat or head covering that obscures the
hair or hairline, eyeglasses are no longer allowed in new visa photos, frames of the eyeglasses must not cover
the eye(s), must not be glare on eyeglasses that obscures the eye(s), a hearing device or similar articles may
be worn in your photo, taken within the last 6 months to reflect your current appearance, unaltered by
computer software, be a close-up of your full head and upper shoulders, not have hair in front of your eyes,
not have a head covering, not have any ‘red eye’, not have any shadows on your face or behind you, or tinted
glasses, Background all white. A charge of $10, 000.00 to the governments, federal, state, municipal, etc.,
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and the passport office for each item of this illegal law. The Consular General’s Office/Passport Offices may
have agreed with the governments to institute this strict law. The Passport office/State must reimburse you
the money to retake your photos and pay your expense to travel to get them taken and to reprocess the
documents. A reimbursement of no less than $200.00 to each applicant experience this violation.
I COMRANDA Passport book must have sufficient leaves for multiple travels within the 10 years or
number of years given. Any additional pages the passport offices must provide a new book at their expense
to get the book produced and delivered.
I COMRANDA that anyone who have been put in prison, was beaten, tortured, and was opened by the
federal, republics, governments, or devels and or they experienced the view of a glass coffin or any coffin, or
thing, over or under their bodies. They experience their bodies being measured for their height, weight,
depth, length, etc., they experience being lowered down into a hole or a grave looking place, this is a
preparation for what the devels are planning to come. You have been violated and a fine of 500,000 five
hundred thousand dollars for each day of this experience paid to you by the government or the federal or the
republic, or state/city over the prison.
I COMRANDA All Police, Sheriffs, Military of all regions, titles, and ranks, Guards, Security, Battalions,
Army, Airforce, Ground Troops, US Pentagon, Federal Government, All Republics, All governments in the
Earth, Air Troops, Marines, and all other forms of law enforcements, PRESIDENTS, PRIME MINISTERS,
PAST PRESIDENTS, CHANCELLORS, PREMIER, GOVERNORS, MAYORS, WHITE HOUSE AND
OTHER HOUSES, SENATORS, CHURCHES, MOSQUES, TEMPLES, SYNAGOGUES, HEAD
LEADERS OF ALL COUNTRIES, CONGRESS, POPES, PASTORS, CARDINALS, PRIESTS, NUNS,
RELIGIOUS LEADERS, BISHOPS, PARLAMENTS, QUEENS, KINGS, MONARCHY, ROYALTIES,
CONGRESSWOMAN/CONGRESS MAN ARE UNDER MY COMMAND SINCE JANUARY 2017,
AND I COMRANDA ALL OF YOU TO STOP THE FOLLOWING: ALL WARS; ALL ARREST AND
SENTENCING OF MY CHILDREN (ALL PEOPLES, RANKS); ALL MURDERS YOU ARE
COMMITTING; ALL WEAPONS YOU ARE MAKING AND TESTING; ALL SPACE TRAVELS THAT
I DO NOT AUTHORIZE; ALL CONFLICT YOU ARE MAKING; USING THE SYLVAN SILVERMAN
TO KILL AND DESTORY ME, MY CHILDREN, MY FAMILY, MY GENERTIONS, MY PROPERTYS;
ALL TERRORS YOU INSTIGATE; TERROR ALERTS YOU ARE ISSUING; STEALING AND HIDING
MY AND MY CHILDREN’S TRUST & ESTATE FUNDS; OBSTRUCTING ME FROM GETTING MY
MONEY FROM THE BANKS; BOMBING MY PROPERTIES AND DESTROYING MY EARTHS;
CREATING NATURAL DISASTERS; TURNING UP THE SUN HEAT; MANIPULATING THE
ELEMENTS; TEARING DOWN THE ELEMENTS AND THE CLOUDS; WALKING IN THE CLOUDS;
USING THE VECTORS ON ME, ON MY CHILDREN, IN MY HOME, VEHICLES, SHOPS, PRIVATE
OFFICES, MY TRAVELS, IN MY EARTHS, AND IN MY CHREATIONS; USING GUNS TO SHOOT
MY CHILDREN (ALL PEOPLES, RANKS); OBSTRUCTING THE FREEDOM OF SPEECH FOR ALL
LIVES, PEOPLES, AND RANKS; OBSTRUCTING THE NEWS MEDIA, REPORTERS, JOURNALISTS,
RESEARCHERS, SCIENTISTS, CORONORS, FROM REPORTING THE TRUTH; BLAGGARDING
YOURSELVES ON THE TV NEWS, INTERNET NEWS, CABLE NEWS, ETC. BLAGGARD means:
leaders speech that is violent, vile, instigate conflict, you are too visible.
I COMRANDA MICROSOFT, THE MILITARY, FEDERALS, SECRET SERICE SENATE, AND
OTHERS TO STOP USING ALL FORMS OF OSMOSIS, INCLUDING THE OSOMOSIS UMBRELLAS,
STICKS, FINGERS, LIFTERS, FORKS, CUTTERS, CRANES, EQUIPMENTS, AND TO DIFFUSE ALL
VECTORS AND BURN THEM COMPLETEL OUT, AND NEVER TO USE THEM ON ANY PERSON,
ANYONE, ANYTHING, AND IN ANYPLACE.
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I COMRANDA that a number of places can be sued for failure to publish, distribute, announce the
information and the existence of my presence and the blocking of your knowledge of how to protect yourself
and to prevent you from your allowances and various funds you entitled to have. Some of these places are:
the US governments, US federal government, TV stations, Newspapers, Radio stations, United Nations, The
States, gazettes, Counties, Cities, Municipals, churches, mosques, synagogues, Court, Department of
Homeland Security, Registrar General, Consular Generals, the Missions, the White House, Donald Trump,
US Office of the Federal Register, The National Archives & Records Administration, Department of States,
etc.
I COMRANDA EVERY AND ALL EXISTENCE/ESISTENCE TO STOP USING THE PENAL
LAWS, AS THEY ARE ILLEGAL IN ALL EARTHS, THIS EARTH, ALL CHREATIONS, ALL
COUNTRIES/STATES. PENAL LAWS PROHIBIT FREEDOM OF SPEECH, ENCOURAGE
OPPRESSION, AND INFLUENCE: TAX COLLECTION, ILLEGAL ARRESTS, ABNORMAL
TREATMENT OF A PERSON, DISRESPECT OF WOMEN WHO ARE THE HEAD AND LEADERS,
HARSH TREATMENT BY MEN IN AUTHORITY, BULLYING, HARASSMENT, CRIMES BY LAW
ENFORCEMENTS, IMPROVISHMENTS, OPPRESSING WOMEN, SUPPRESSING WOMEN,
DEGRADATION OF THE PEOPLE, UNDERMINING AN EFFORT, PREVENTING PEOPLE FROM
DOING THE FOLLOWING: SHOWING EMOTIONS, WEARING THEIR CLOTHING AND SHOES TO
THEIR LIKING, GROOMING THEMSELVES AS THEY WISH. I COMRANDA THE END OF
PENAL LAWS AND OTHER WICKED ACTIVITIES BY THE GOVERNMENTS, MAN
LEADERSHIP, ALL LEADERSHIP, ORGANIZATIONS, CORPORATIONS, FIRMS, ETC.
Code of Ethics said: No Penal Laws in any place, anytime, anywhere, under any circumstances, under any
jurisdiction, for no reason, for no period of time, for no situation, for no one, by no one, for no duration, by
no will, by no kill, etc.
These are some of the code of ethics to change penal laws being used in these earths, this earth, and in
many Chreations.
I COMRANDA No Penal Law(s) allowed in the Earths, or any chreations that I have chreated or I am over.
No one can stop any person from talking, walking, making their own money with the mint or frank machine,
sell mint machines or frank machines, use their mint/frank machines, or to use their own money at the banks
or shops. No license for a mint or a frank machine. No breaking stop light/red-light punishment, fines, or
ticket, or walking punishment or fines. No charges or payment for authority service or fire service or
emergency service. No one is to remove any drug from anyone. No one is to remove any article of clothing
from you or told you to remove any. No removal of clothing at the ports, prison, courts, or any place. There
is a charge for anyone and all who removed your clothing from you. All responsible entity, agency,
government or firms, business, authority who is responsible for any arrest because of their negligence and or
because of their illegal policies, illegal activities, unjust oppression, suppression, harassment, bullying,
undermining, racisms, discriminating and any other reasons that exist that is illegal, they are responsible and
all are charged separately for these crimes. No one is to be photographed as prisoners and that is a charge.
No one is to use the Pinbum to push in your bottom to stop you from passing your feces. No one is to push
anything in your vagina (Pinpus) to stop you from having your menses in prisons, jails, confinement,
hospitals or any place. No one is to publish your pictures as prisoners as there is a charge against anyone
who does this. No one can use any charges, arrest, or any criminal record against anyone. No one can ask
you if you have been arrested, charged, or imprisoned. No one can publicize that you have committed any
crimes, or has a criminal record, or is arrested for drunk, possession of any herb or drug or anything, as there
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are charges against these activities. No one is to remove any underwear at any time. No one must be
abducted and taken to prison. No one be taken to prison. No one to be arrested. No one must be isolated
from others and no family or friends to know where they are. No one can be injured or harmed or killed in a
prison, jail, or on any prison properties. No one can be injured, harmed, hurt, or killed in any way in an
arrest, charges against anyone responsible. No one can get the death penalty, charges against anyone
responsible. No one can be killed from any injection or hanging, charges against anyone who does this. No
one must be kept from making telephone calls and to use their own telephone. No one must be away from
their personal property or their properties taken away from them. No one must be prevented from getting a
physician to look at them at a hospital of their choice or to have a physician of their choice, or to go to a
physician’s office of their choice. No one is to be inconvenienced in any ways to get back to their destination
from any arrest or interrogation, or discussion that causes delays. No one can be put on the street with no
way of getting to their destination from a prison or any jail or interrogation. No one can be put on the street
during the night. No one can be left desolate in the dark with no way of getting to their destination or to be
put out with no transportation arrangement that is efficient in getting to your destination. Everyone must
have their own clothing to get back to their destination with no soil or foreign objects or liquid or any
damage to their clothing. No one can give you clothing to wear that is not your own from a prison or jail
arrest at no time. No one can make you leave without giving you your personal items right there. You must
be taken to a store of your choosing to get your own clothing and shoes that you selected from a prison arrest
if you had to remove your clothing or if your clothing is soiled, or if your delays caused your clothing to go
stale. No one can be arrested without eating their proper meals they would have eaten had they been at their
home. No one can be arrested without drinking water and juices of their choices. No one is to drink from
cups or tap water they do not approve of. No one can be prevented from eating their meals on a regular basis
because of prison arrest. No one can be forced to receive physicians monitoring of them in prison. No one
who is sick can be in prison. No one in prison can be barred from taking their medication or getting
medication, there are charges against this. No physician, nurse, EMT, or medical staff can test vitals of
anyone in prison. No one in prison should be disturbed with loud noise, banging, calling, shouting. Any
records requested from the courts pertaining to an arrest must be given to the requestors immediately, if not a
fine of $one million dollars every three months of not receiving the documents. No one in prison can be
forced or stand or walk when they ae injured. No one in prison can be forced to take a picture. One in
prison can be put to sleep on the dirty or clean floor. No one in prison can be put to lie on the floor. No one
in prison can be put to urine on themselves. No one in prison can be put to exist in cold freezing
temperature. No one in prison can be put to lie down in col temperature without a blanket or a sheet. No one
can be in prison in the heat and sweating profusely or experiencing extreme heat. No one can be in prison
and given a bed without covering for the bed. No one in prison can be put in a feces cell where they smell
the feces every smallest centimeter (6,000 centimeters in one second (centi) of a second. No one in prison
can sleep or stay in wet clothing or urine clothing, they are charges for these. No one can suffer any shortterm or long-term injury from a police officer, military, sheriff arrest, if so, charges for the injuries; fines for
long-term are to start from no less than $one million, five hundred thousand per year up to the full-life of the
person. The victim and request lump sum that is not taxable at no time. No person must be put in prison
clothing or orange or any other color, a charge for that. No person can be given white shirt and grey shorts,
which is prostitute clothing and be sent home. No person can be Baker Act to a mental hospital under no
circumstances, a charge for this activity. No one can be held in a mental hospital against their will, the
federal insect, animal species devels live in the mental hospitals, and they put a person there so the federal
will destroy them there much more. No one can be put in mental hospital. Any person who while in police
custody and in a hospital, does not get their request met that is not unreasonable like to get assistance from
the Airline or the TV news report, a violation occurred and charges, for not receiving the help. No one must
pay a fee to get their police records from prison arrest. No one can be sent to a mental hospital because they
identify that the devels are taking over their minds and their bodies and interfering with their lives. They
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should be given the Zyprexa medication or any other generic instead of confinement. They should have been
given the ganja, sense Melia and all other herbal medication and used the right protection for the person
instead of allowing the devel insect federals to interrupt their lives. No one must pay any fee to get their
closed cases report or any court report about their arrests, a charge against anyone who is responsible. No
person can be arrested with no change of underwear daily. No one must pay a fee to get any police, hospital,
prison court records. No person can be denied to use the toilet, the shower, or to clean themselves, charges
for each offence. No person can be arrested and not have shoes and socks on their feet. No person can be
arrested and not allowed to use the toilet with no tissue paper to wipe up and with no soap, a charge for each
offence. No person can leave a place of police arrest with no ID, money or any document to show who the
person is, there is charges against these activities. No deportation of any person who is real, flesh, natural
from this and these Earths. No person who is real, natural, or flesh can be barred from traveling to and from a
State/country. All persons who have been arrested must get their police, hospital, court, and any other
records or instructions necessary at the time of discharge or a charge against those responsible. Any person
put in a mental institution for any duration of time, the State pays them $100, 000 per day they have been in
the hospital. For any charges in these penal law violations each person can take out a law suit against each
arm of government that exist. They can take out against the municipal, city, State, and Federal one after the
other. No person can be arrested and their record kept and used continuously by anyone who needs to access
it and use the information. No person can be arrested and they have to go through an attorney or a process to
expunge their records that are illegally kept or illegally obtained. The State pays for the attorney fee and the
attorney do not work for the State. The attorney work for you, and your own chosen attorney. The state
must pay the attorney promptly no later than two weeks after the claim is made, or the fees increases by 10
percent per week of delay. If the Federal or the municipals, cities are no longer in existence, then the State is
responsible to pay for their charges. You identify in the body of the document that it is either a federal, state,
county, city or whatever court you are charging. These are standing orders that never goes away, anyone who
violates are charged and sentenced. If a fine is not listed below, or above then the charge is $300,000 per
incident and per day.
These are some of the code of ethics to change penal laws being used in these earths, this earth, and in
many Chreations.
I COMRANDA that no Mental Hospital and no Prison can let out any person without proper medical and
physical attention. Follow my Articles and identify the protections and how to treat and how to protect these
victims from devels and federal, governments Republic wickedness’s to them. Other treatments are also
available outside of what I identify and the State and Federal governments are barring many proven
protections like the Zyprexa.
The word mental means men/man devel attach themselves to you or their tail or connections to a person
(mentail). All mental patients are normal peoples that the federal and other devels use a giganamous amount
of power and strength to overpower and to pin themselves on, to tie themselves on, to hook themselves on,
and to put many power over their heads, like many hands and many different types of powers, and placed
around them and in their body enzymes and molecules, and gutted out their inside and put many threads and
instruments inside them, and put many insects inside them to take charge of and to overpower them, so the
devels can get to take many different things from their bodies that are of use in other environments not of
this earth, and you do not know of these things, as you were not originally a Earth person, and you are to
return to not a devel environment, but an environment where there is no devel. Therefore, your body is
packed with many different things. That is one of the reasons for the body scanners at the airports and the
ports for the devels to see what is in your body so they can target you and find your home and they seek you
out, torture and take from you in whatever ways they can. The devels like the Ban/men because the men are
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chreated with things in their penises that the devels like and those things and many things are removable. So
the devels put them in unprotected environments like the prison and hospitals so the man or woman is not in
the right environment and not eating the right foods. The devels use many insects to reduce themselves and
crawl all over you and you feel them. They know how to test the strength and how your veins and senses are
experiencing the strength of their terror, and they can increase the strength so you feel them all over you.
The devels tear down the mind and put the devels in the person’s mouth, and in the speech, and the person
cannot talk for himself or herself as the devel go into the person mouth and speak from their brain and their
throat, and it sounds like the person’s voice, but the person is taken over and cannot help himself or herself
because the devels are using many chreations and many power that you cannot see.
I TAKE MY POWER, MY MONEYS, MY AUTHORITY, AND MY ALL-IN ALL FROM ALL THOSE
WHO ARE USING WHAT IS FOR ME
The devels are small insects, and they have intelligence similar to a person. The devels were made for their
areas, they are not to go out of their areas, and that is not any place near or far from our areas. It took many
years, and they navigated themselves away from their insurrection and terror areas and found many other
existence of life, before they got to our areas.
Some of the protections are for the environment to be clean with the ganja, sensemelia, cannabis, turpentine,
poppy and many other essence, and the environment maintain every day with the right essence. The person is
to eat the right foods, drink the right essence juices, get enough sleep, and take the Zyprexa, soak in the
essence bath every day, put the essence on their skin and drink every 2 to 3 hours in the natural Earth, be in a
environment that is not of the devels, the air in the community to be clean, the community and surrounding
area to be clean and free from junk, germs, diseases and old buildings, and the air in the earth to be clean so
that the devels cannot continue to torture and terror the earths.
For mental fitness protection, use the sarsaparilla, white rice water, ucalyptus, guinep leave, cherry leave,
McBack leave to blend or boil, then strain, then cool and drink. Put in your bath and soak in the warm
essence. Use as much leaves from what you are learning as best as you can.
Drink red tomato juice. Drink fig leaf tea, June plum juice, beet root juice or blend it with something to make
a desirable juice.
Use red tomato, onions, scallions, time, green peppers and prepare a meal with salt or unsalted mackerel
(usually bony if fresh), can use the can mackerel. Eat with white rice, or green bananas, yellow yams, white
yams, purple yams. You can make dumplings from dough mixture of natural real cornmeal and a blend of
real natural white flour, nothing removed from them, and a pinch of salt and some water and add some holy
water if you have. Kneed together until a solid dough. Break pieces off and roll and put in boiling water, or
roll into a ball and squeeze in the middle, then put in boiling water with the yams and boil for about 15 to 20
minutes. Serve and eat with mackerel. Add vegetables as well like grated carrots, lettuces, red tomatoes,
strips of cabbage and vinegarette salad dressing. All the meals listed above are all essence food. The rice
water is from washing the white rice and pour off the first water, and that is to drink, put on your skin, and
put in your bath. You can also wash the rice again to get more of the rice protection off. You can use some
of the rice water to cook the rice and also add holy water to the rice water. You will see the rice looking oily
when it is cooked, as the washing generates the protection and the rice oil.
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Prison
People who have been in prison and those to be released must be cleaned out and in the right environment at
all times. See earlier Articles for other information. The people’s eyes should be washed out with periwinkle
eye drop, banana stem eye drop or a mixture of both to rid of the devels that took up residence. They should
soak in ucalyptus, white rice water, ganja juice, cannabis without the salt and gas, turpentine or pine tree
leaves juice, and synchronic plant leave juice without the gas and salt, and take warm bath and drink the
same thing with a little brown sugar and best without sugar. Use as much of these leaves as you can find.
Eat a balanced meal with vegetables and the right staples/starch like I identified above and others you
already know. You must also live in the right environment, work in the right environment, go to school in the
right environment, and have friends who do not irritate, backbite you, confrontational with you, as the devels
can use others to get to you too.
Financial charges for wicked events, these charges cannot become less and they are increase 25 percent per
year and increase according to each incident:
No proper bedding
No chair
No sheet
No blanket
No shoes
No socks
No grooming
No bath or shower
No TV or radio
Loud noise and disturbance
Any abuse by prison guards or workers
Anyone handcuffed
Any abuse by the police/Sheriff

Any damages to the eyes, hearing, nose,
throat, lips, feet, hands, whether
visible or invisible

$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per day
$10, 000 per offence
$250, 000 for each offence
$50, 000 per hour (cannot be any less)
$100, 000 per police, $100, 000 per scrape or scratch, not able
to move $200, 000 per hour, each violation of abuse is $200,
000; each major injury is $200, 000; any lies by the police $200,
000 per lie; Long-term and short-term injury is additional and
be paid out in lump sum or according to how the person want
the distribution to be done.

$10,000,000 per day

These are some of the modifications of the code of ethics to change penal laws being used in these earths,
this earth, and many Chreations.
I COMRANDA that all fines to be paid for all violations are increased 25 percent each year from this date
and the going rate; this date and amount are applied to any time in the past.
I COMRANDA that any harassment that involve, police, ambulance, fire, EMS, Sheriffs, whether at home
on during travel, is a violation, punishable and a fine of $200,000 per incident and 50,000 per personnel
involved on the scene.
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I COMRANDA No Water shortages in any State/Country, no form of any disaster, no hunger, no poverty or
lack, with immediate effect, Right Now.
I COMRANDA NO WAR IN ANY STATE/COUNTRY, TOWN/CITYS/COMMUNITYS/HOME. No
Insurrection in any place, in the Earths, or Chreations. All Wars since January 2017, the military is
responsible, the federal and republic governments are responsibilities and the country leaders are responsible
and the village leaders are responsible, the town leaders are responsible, the city leaders are responsible, and
they are charged with
I COMRANDA FOR ALL PEOPLES AND RANKS TO HAVE FREEDOM OF SPEECH NO MATTER
WHERE YOU ARE. ON THE AIRPLANES, IN THE BUS, IN THE TRAINS, ON THE STREETS, IN
THE SHOPS, STORES, HOMES, TELEPHONES, NEWSREPORTS, TV SHOWS, PARKS, AIRPORTS,
PORTS, IN THE AIR.
I COMRANDA the State of Florida to pay $5,000.00 to each Taxi operator in Miami. A taxi man did a
good deed on the early morning of January 4, 2017, while I was on the route to Miami International Airport
and was stranded. He must be reimbursed for his work and the anxiety he experienced. If he was charged or
received any ticket, fines from the police for illegal parking or any problems from the police on that day, he
gets $200,000 from the State and $50,000 from the Miami Dade County, and $15,000 from American
Airlines for this incident immediately, right now.
I COMRANDA ALL POLICE, COURTS, GOVERNMENT ARRESTS, HARASSMENT, BULLYING,
FINDINGS, THAT OBSTRUCT FREEDOM OF SPEECH, FREEDOM OF MOVEMENT, TO CHARGES
AND FINES FOR EVERY TYPE OF OFFENCE OF THIS NATURE TO BE IDENTIFIED AND LIST
EACH VIOLATION SEPARATELY AND PAYMENTS TO EACH VICTIM ACCORDING TO EACH
VIOLATION IS GIVEN TO THEM RIGHT NOW BY THE STATE. Each violation can be no less than
two hundred thousand ($300,000) US Dollars since the Year, January 2000.
I COMRANDA ALL COMMANDS IN MY ARTICLES THAT HAVE NOT BEEN PROCESSED TO BE
FROM THE EFFECTIVE DATES IN MY COMMANDS AND IN PROCESSING RIGHT NOW BY ALL
STATES, TOWNS, CITIES, MUNICIPALS, GOVERNMENTS, COUNTRIES, AND ALL
ORGANIZATIONS, CORPORATIONS, BANKS, ASSOCIATIONS, FIRMS, PUBLIC, PRIVATE
BUSINESS.
I COMRANDA THE END OF MAN/PENIS LEADERSHIP.
I COMRANDA all TV stations and all their mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned
and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. Public TV is for the public usage and not for
conglomerates, monopoly, or for Syndications. None of the TVs in this Earth is private TV. They are public
TV, and that is how I made them to operate. All TV stations are now operated and led by four women
leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within; if not, then four
Blacks, or based on the country that has fewer Blacks, then 4 darkest skin color women with the right and the
highest qualifications for the job. None can be plastic, rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects,
species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the
darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA all Newspapers corporations and all their mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are
Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings, Right Now. The Newspapers are for the public
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usage and not for conglomerates, monopoly, or for Syndications. None of the Newspapers in this Earth is
private. They are public newspapers, and that is how I made them to operate. All newspapers are now
operated and led by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental
from within; if not, then four Blacks, or based on the country that has fewer Blacks, then 4 darkest skin color
women with the right and the highest qualifications for the job. None leader or worker can be plastic,
rubber, metal electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women
and the leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the
women’s help, but not people.
I COMRANDA all Cable Communications and Wireless Communications corporations and all their
mergers, acquisitions, subsidiaries, affiliates are Fully Owned and Operated by Paulett Angella Hemmings,
Right Now. The Cable and Wireless are for the public usage and not for conglomerates, monopoly, or for
Syndications. None of the Cable and Wireless in this Earth is private. They are public and that is how I
made them to operate. All Cable Communications and Wireless Communications are now operated and led
by four women leaders. The Women leaders are two Black, one Indian, and one Oriental from within; if not,
then four Blacks, or based on the country that has fewer Blacks, then 4 darkest skin color women with the
right and the highest qualifications for the job. None leader or worker can be plastic, rubber, metal
electromagnetics, animals, insects, species etc. This take effect Now. All leaders are women and the
leadership make-up remains as I design, the darker skin first. Men can lead a technology with the women’s
help, but not people.
I COMRANDA ALL CORONERS, MORGUES IN ALL STATES/COUNTRIES TO USE THE
CREMATION/BURN PROCESS I IDENTIFIED IN ALL MY ARTICLES SINCE JANUARY 8, 2017,
FOR ALL PEOPLE WHO HAVE DIED. THERE IS NO END TO THE CREMATION/BURN PROCESS.
Anyone who did not receive this information and bury their dead in the wrong way, are paid $150,000 by the
State immediately. The cremation must be one and the state pays the fees. You must select the cremation
process first at a different day, then be there at the time the grave is opened and the remains are removed and
be there for the cremation process to begin, all this must be concluded in one day.
I COMRANDA THE FOLLOWING: NO MORE GOVERNMENTS, PRIME MINISTERS, MINISTER
OF PARLAMENT, PARLAMENT, PRESIDENTS, CHANCELLORS, PREMIER, GOVERNORS,
MAYORS, WHITE HOUSE, CONGRESS, POPES, PASTORS, CARDINALS, PRIESTS, NUNS,
RELIGIOUS LEADERS, BISHOPS, CONGRESSWOMAN/CONGRESS MAN, QUEEN, KING,
MINISTER, ROYALTY, MONARCHY, AND ALL TITLES BEING USED AND PAST LEADERSHIP
TITLES. NO INSECTS, ANIMALS, SPECIES, THINGS, ELECTRICAL, MECHANICAL,
ELECTROMAGNETIC OBJECTS OR EXISTENCE/ESISTENCE TO REPRESENT AN ENTITY,
ORGANIZATION, PLACE, THING, ASSOCIATION, CORPORATION, COMMERCE, BUSINESS,
FIRM, ETC.
I COMRANDA ALL WHO ARE PLASTIC, RUBBER, METAL, WIRE, TREMOLINE,
MECHANIC, ELECTROMECHANIC, ELECTRICAL AND MECHANICAL, AND ALL FORMS
OF CAMOFLAGE PEOPLE OR PERSON, INCLUDING CAMOFLAGE PRESIDENTS, PRIME
MINISTERS, PAST PRESIDENTS, CHANCELLORS, PREMIER, GOVERNORS, MAYORS,
SENATORS, CONGRESS, POPES, PASTORS, CARDINALS, PRIESTS, NUNS, RELIGIOUS
LEADERS, BISHOPS, CONGRESSWOMAN/CONGRESS MAN, NEVER TO WORK IN ANY JOBS,
OR EXIST, LIVE, VISIT, THIS EARTH AND IN ALL MY EARTHS LEVELS AND ELEVATIONS,
AND ALL CHREATIONS. I COMRANDA ALL OF YOU OUT. I COMRANDA AND TURN ALL OF
YOU OUT.
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Christmas Song
Long Time Ago in Bethany, so the old, old story goes, Woney’s girl child Paulett the Christ was born on
Christmas Day. Hark now hear the Angels sing, the Christ was born today, and man will live forever more,
because of Christmas Day.
Holy Days or Celebration Days are observed on work days. If a celebration day falls on a day that you do
not work, then you have a flexible day to take off when you want.
The Torah Passover Rememberance is two public days of memory. It is the first day and the second day.
The Eastern Holy Day/Good Friday and the Torah Passover Day are close in timing and should not overlap
each other. They are separate. The Torah Passover can begin after the Wednesday following Easter Monday.
The Torah Passover Day is in April.
A SheHero is a person who has gone over and beyond the normal to help others.
Below are the celebration days on the calendar to begin October 15, 2017, for all these Earths.
November 1st and 2nd
November 29 and 30
December Month
December 24, 25, 26
December 25
January 16

New Year Celebration
Harvest Celebration
Christmas Month
Public Christmas Celebration Days
Christmas Day
SheHeroes Day (Marcus Garvey, Martin Luther King, other names to be
added)
February 1
Employees Day
February 14
Valentine’s Day/Love Day
st
Ash Wednesday
1 Wednesday in March
44 Days after Ash Wednesday - Good Friday
If Good Friday falls on a Saturday or Sunday it is observed the Friday before. The closest Friday to the 45th
Day including March 1 is Good Friday.
March 17
Patrick’s Day
March 21
Mother’s Day
April 18-19
Torah Passover Rememberance Days
April 34
Crab Eating Day
May 15
May Pole Day
May 26
Jah….. Day
June
Flowers Month & Summer Festivals begin
June 14
Flowers Day
June 30
Summer Festival Day – on the 30th or 5th Friday in June (outdoor cooking or
celebration during day and dances in the night)
July 4
Independence Day
July 21
Sense Melia Day
United Nations Day
July 34
August 13
Fidel Castro Day
August 30
Father’s Day
September
Ucalyptus Month
September 4
Commerce Day
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September 18
September 36
October
October 15-16

Teacher’s Day
Bob Marley and the I Threes Day
Earth Month (14, 15, 16 are the Festival of clear Lights - clear bulbs, crystal
bulbs, bright bulbs) some use soft frosted clear bulbs as well.
Earth Days (Earth Birthday is October 15)

THE TIGETT – AMAZON FEDERAL MAN
I drive around with the Amazon.com Long-Hall Truck
I make sure all Federal Traffic Stops are Made
In the Federal Natural Cut-Out
When Federal says stop, You A Fe Stop
Or you get a Federal Bap Stop Tigett ticket.
When Federal gives you a Tigett, You have to Stay in
Federal Prison for Four Days
You do not Eat, no Shit, no Sleep, but You Can Piss.
The Only Way for You to Miss, Is for me to be on it.
DEVELS MESSAGE
Devels your problems are your own areas you are from
They have been taking what belongs to you and using them
They push you in my area and told you I have what you should get
So you kill me and terrorize me so you are busy, but that is a trick
They take your TICK and are using it, so you cannot get it
They have pins and anchors to hold you down and it pricks
They will push your hands and spin you around, so you get out of bounds
You just say I stand my Ground
Go to the highest and so she knows you are the one
Only speak to the highest one
If you cannot get to the highest one, find a way to clear the way
So you get to the right one who is not a man
Check to see if a man who is higher behind the highest one
If so, it is a fake leader and you will get a fake TICK
If you get a fake tick take it, say nothing, look at it and then leave
Find another route to go up until you get to the highest
one who does not have a man higher than her or above her
They will use insurrection and the hand and the high power over the hand
to stop you getting higher. You have to know what to say to remove
the insurrection, the hand, and the power over the hand
So read above and you will know what to say,
and if that don’t work, change it your way
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, schools, banks, Real Estate Developers, HOAs, colleges, libraries, gazettes, morgues,
hospitals, nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, all religion places, TVs, Radios, Newspapers, Internet
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sources, etc. Any and all accidents, deaths, long or short term problems, mishaps caused from not having the
information identified in my Articles are the responsible of those who have the authority to distribute,
disseminate, publicize, and advertise the information. I give permission to for anyone to sue (take a law suit
against) all those responsible for not broadcasting and disseminating my Articles and my information and
they have been hurt in any ways possible.
Barak Obama and Donald Trump, do not pretend that my presence is not an event to happen now or
before. Do not pretend that my Articles are not to happen and you are not expecting them. Do not
pretend the items in my articles are not to be there. Do not pretend and say she is not the one, to
punish. I AM IT! I AM THE ONE! I AM THE BEGINNING AND THE ENDING. I AM THE
AUTHOR AND THE FINISHER. Are you going to tell the public all that you have been doing and
about the others too?
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes,
Municipal gazettes. They must also be put in the National Registry, Register, Records Management,
Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PHd.
CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
CHREATOR OF LIFE and OVER ALL LIFE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING IN BETWEEN
GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (GOG)
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIA SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
OH MY GOODNESS
MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
MY LOVE
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